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Book Reviews

Maurice Lindsay. Collected Poems 1940-1990. Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press. 1990. xi + 257 pp.
Maurice Lindsay. On the Face of It: Collected Poems Volume Two. London: Robert Hale. 1993. 64 pp.
I was standing in front of a painting, on an easel, by William Gillies,
one of the most distinguished Scottish artists of this century, when he, from
another room, shouted at me, Itl catched a painting last night," and there it
was in front of me, Temple at Dusk, his village, fresh and instinct with life,
with all the concealed skill of the master in its execution. He was not an
innovator; his style did not draw attention to itself; it was as if the scene had
been left to speak for itself. Gillies' remark implied that several paintings
had got away. More accurately, I could see from another version of the
same subject propped against the nearby wall that he had put away a painting, presumably because, in his view, it was not up to standard. Painting has
been referred to as the most objective of the arts, and so lends itself to a
readier escape from the personality of the artist than poetry.
I begin my commentary on the poetry of Maurice Lindsay from this
point for several reasons, first because the impression of many of the finest
Maurice Lindsay poems is that they have been "catched, especially those
about people, arriving at the ear of the reader independently alive, and almost as if they had presented themselves unasked to the mind of their author.
II
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Such poems are, I believe, the core of Lindsay's achievement, though I do
not exclude poems from his wide-ranging interests, involving humor and
satire, from politics to animals. The stuff of this poetry drawn from day-today happenings over a period of fIfty-three years might have led to the diffusion of an anthology, but throughout there is a valuation of life, generally
implied, though sometimes explicit. It began from that common experience
of youth, the awakening to the wonder of loving another person. Such a
condition generally leads to loose expressions of professions of adulations.
Not so in Lindsay's case. He is already in his early twenties working a disciplined verse to his purpose, and in a mode which he has practised throughout his writing of poetry. His verse, even in his early poems, can accommodate intelligence and emotion. Then too, despite his age, he could place
himself as a fIgure in a context. He is already the subject and the observer
in "The Sudden Picture." It is the time of war, "Now all the roads of Europe lead to horror," and therefore of separation. He recollects his girl:
I remember you, leaning against a wind from the Tay;

the natural conversational tone is caught, and continues:
I might have told you just the usual stories

These simple statements, which in their ordinariness bring the reader into the
presence of a person, suggest both the precariousness of the individual and
set a value on the individual. The young man posits the intensity of his love
against the massive, impersonal (to him) tragedies of war:
But I said nothing; for the sudden picture
you made against a light blown from the sea
mocked war's unnatural, accidental virtue
and meant far more than Stalingrad for me.

Lindsay's fluency and self-confIdence had drawbacks. A proliferation of
poems flowed from his pen as he responded to the impulse to write. He
seemed unable to distinguish between the uncluttered clarity of his achievements and a mannered play with words. He became aware of this. In the
Introduction to Collected Poems 1940-1990, he writes: "I have discarded
much that no longer satisfIes me. " He has, in fact, been very severe on his
seven books of poems published before 1950. At the time of writing these
books he had little time for self-criticism, being heavily occupied with the
promotion of other poets in his several anthologies of contemporary Scottish
poetry. He was to feel the need to defIne his position especially after his
plunge into writing in Lallans, the product of which was his collection
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Hurlygush (1948). In his Prefatory Note to his Collected Poems (1979) he
wrote:
'The chief, perhaps the only aim of poetry, is delight', declared Dryden. Taking
'delight' in its widest sense, to include that sense of frisson which comes also
through a sense of horror or pity, I would accept Dryden's dictum (p. 6).

I find the frisson in the lines from "The Sudden Picture" still has its effect,
almost as it had when I fIrSt read the poem in The Enemies of Love in 1946.
I suspect the expression of the objective has come after the objective has been
achieved. Theory follows practice, as is not uncommon amongst poets. In
any case the achievement is more substantial than the terms of reference
cover. On the way to it there was his absorption into a Scots which to those
most successful, generally, capitalized on their childhood experience of the
tongue, of which Lindsay had none in the home, though it was impossible
not to grow up in Scotland then without hearing its resonance and savoring
some of the speech.
In his autobiography, Thank You for Having Me Maurice Lindsay wrote:
"The fact of the matter was that with the exception of about half-a-dozen
poems and a series of bairn-rhymes I wrote for my two eldest children mi
Scots verse was very much contrived under the stimulus of nationalism."
Whatever the general stimulus, the poems in Scots or Lallans in Collected
Poems 1940-1990 reveal an ear attentive to the resonances to which I have
referred and an enjoyment of an aspect of the Scots folk inheritance. In a
good lyric its opening sounds trigger and condition all that follow. So it is
with Lindsay's "Hurlygush" which begins with the rugged robustness of:
The hurlygush and hallyoch

0

the watter

In the final verse the sensation of the power of the bum is summed up in:
"As if a volley 0 the soun had brocht me." There is a racy vitality in this
which could not be achieved in modem English, and which is to be found in
the first line of the poem which follows "Hurlygush," "Whaup i the Raip":
There's a whaup i the raip, the fairmer cried

Though he is not to pursue Scots, in this poem where the "fairmer" discover
his "dochter ... hauf-naked," her bird having left in haste, Lindsay is in the
area to which his talent especially belongs. This poem is of the folk tradition, but he can use Scots with a delicacy, when this is called for, in the
sketching of the character belonging to a more urbane society of the period
IMaurice Lindsay, Thank You/or Having Me (London, 1983), p. 102.
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of the Enlightenment, as in "On Seeing a Picture 0' Johann Christian Fischer
in the National Gallery, :Edinburgh":
Johann Christian Fischer? Mm-the face is kindly,
the wig weil-snod, the features firmly set,
as leanan on a harpsichord by Kirkman
wi quill in haun you scrieve a menuet.

The Scots is thin, so thin that Donald Campbell in an admiring essay on
Lindsay's poetry comments that "the poem would not lose an iota of its very
considerable grace if it were to be re-written with English spelling. ,,2 On the
other hand I think the balanced idiom is probably true to the speech of many
professional people in :Edinburgh, to which Lord Cockburn's Memorials of
his Time witnesses. Maurice Lindsay's awareness of what exactly he is doing is in the reference to the portrait in the last line of the poem:
a piece for antiquarians tae view.

The "tae" instead of "to" locates the piece in time and place: the word also
by its assonance with the "aO! in "antiquarian" smooths out the line to its conclusion, as "to" would not. More significantly we are at Lindsay's central
interest of people in their environment, even though Christopher Rush
wrote: "The use of Lallans divorces Lindsay from the human scene where he
is so much at home ... 3 In fairness to Christopher Rush the point must be
made that he is not dismissing all Lindsay's poems in Lallans. He concludes
this part of his essay (Scottish Literary Joumal, Summer 1980): "Yet these
pieces have many good points: the total identification with the child's innocence and wonder, the charming music, the strong appeal to the senses."
Lindsay even at the time of writing the poems in Lallans in his collection, At
the Wood's Edge (1950), in which "Johann Christian Fischer" first appeared,
had not lost sight of his main objective. In the dedication of the collection to
Neil Gunn he wrote:
So I write of Scotland, meaning the human,
meaning the weak above the strong,

the last quoted line is hardly correct: I suggest nearer the truth is that he celebrates the merely human in the person, and views with concern and outrage

2Donald Campbell, "A Different Way of Being Right: The Poetry of Maurice Lindsay," Akros, Vol. 8, No. 24 (April 1974),22.
3Christopher Rush, Review. SU, Supplement 12 (Summer 1980), 125.
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distortions and cruelty. This statement does not take account of his strong
and sensitive evocations of place, but always the place relates to the human
being's perception. He knows, for instance, that there is no such thing as the
view of Loch Lomond. His "A View of Loch Lomond" beings:
Mountains open their hinged reflections on the loch.
shape and reshape themselves, grow squat or tall.
are bent by shakes of light. We never find
the same place twice;

Now, from the collection Snow Warning (1962), characters grow, vigorous and vivid, in the presence of a questioning intelligence. For the most
part they are not readily likeable, nor at the center of modem society, which
does not mean they are treated as curiosities. In each case Lindsay is with
them, at their center, and in so doing, the reader is both inside and outside
that person, breathing the air they breathe, as in "Any Night in the Village
Pub," as when:
he'd shoulder the pub door open, scrape his boots
on the edge of their chatter, order his pint and chaser,
then stand, propped there, a tree pulled up by the roots.

By this man's self-sufficiency, the company becomes withdrawn,
. . . . . . , . . till he banged down his angry money,
and breenged back into the darkness from which he'd come,
leaving them, oddly disturbed, a whiff of carbolic and dung.

The Scots word "breenge" is so right in the force it embodies, as does the
man, that one is hardly aware that it is Scots. The creation-or re-creation-is of a moment of being, with its repercussion of the sense that this
being continues to exist, and exert his force, outwith the poem and the pub.
It could be argued that these satisfying successes of characterization are of
people generally unrepresentative of current life. "Farm Woman," "Farm
Widow," "Epitaph for a Farmer," "Bull Show," deal with people belonging
to an agricultural environment, and Lindsay shows them in their substantial
environment, accepting it as it is. "Farm Woman" begins:
She left the warmth of her body tucked round her man
before first light, for the byre, where mist and the moist
hot breath of the beasts half-hid the electric veins
of the milking machines.

In the first instance this is sensitive and accurate reportage, a locating of the
person and place, and so to giving the reader the experience of being that
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person, but beyond this, in each case the interest is in the nature of the human being, as perceived by Lindsay.
The method, though the word may obscure the more significant initial
word, the "response," is applied to very different social circumstances, as in
"Shore Leave, Amsterdam," which evokes a sailor's encounter with a prostitute, or again in a very different style, where deliberately evocation is
avoided, and the facts are allowed to speak for themselves, in a poem about
Lindsay's father, "An Elegy (Matthew Lindsay: 1884-1969)." In this poem
he imposes a self-denying ordinance, in his avoidance of the evocation of
sensation, which seems to come naturally to him. In his poems about children he can articulate, that which comes sharply to the child the sounds and
smells of the environment, as in Picking Apples:
.......... Through a tussle of leaves and laughter
the apples thud down; thud on the orchard grasses
in rounded, grave finality, each one after
the other dropping; the muffled sound of them dropping
like suddenly hearing the beats of one's own heart
falling away, as if shaken by some storm
as localised as this. Loading them into the cart,
the sweet smell of their bruises moist in the sun,
their skin's bloom tacky against the touch,
I experience fulfilment, suddenly aware
of some ripe, wordless answer, knowing no such
answers exist; only questions, questions, the beating years
the dropped apples . . . . the kind of touch and go
that poetry makes satisfaction of;
reality, with nothing more to show
than a brush of branches, time and the apples falling,
and shrill among the leaves, children impatiently calling.

The presence of the observer is revealed in the word "reality, the observer
here aware there is only a "wordless answer," thus providing the complete
adult experience, and evidence of the growing significance of the comment
emerging from the sensational experience. Sometimes he points to the diminishing of humane feeling by placing one experience against another. In
"Feeling Small, while driving on "the coldest day for thirty years, he sees
a thrush with a broken wing, "the grounded eyes/ glazed with a finishing of
fear." Despite his pity he fails to rescue it from the risk of a car killing it,
and makes to drive home
II

II

It
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to dinner, television news
from which all essences of pity
had been most carefully extracted;
make good my warm accustomed loves.
The coldest day for thirty years.

Such contacts are Lindsay's "objective corelatives" and when these are to
hand there is a poetry which has the merit of that honesty which T. S. Eliot
commented, in his essay on Blake, "never exists without great technical
accomplishment. ,,4 The person observed is himself, and not to his credit, but
the failure is more than his. It refers the reader to the mechanistic culture of
the present and its deadening effect on conscience and personal response.
Lindsay's own response to situations, which in others might cause indignation, is to perceive and express their inherent absurdity. The poetic outcome
of one such situation was "The State of the Art." The title, being the name
of a type of computer, suggests the domination of a machine. On this occasion Lindsay was pursued for a debt owed by another Maurice Lindsay.
Finally he was summoned to "Something House" as he puts it in his poem,
so that the error can be explained to him:
A matter of wrong identity in your case-a man of the same name led to its confusion.
Lived in the same street. Dead for twenty years.
We've buried him now. You needn't have further fears.
With that, Mr Thing rose up on his pinstripe feet.
You owe U8 nothing. It was the computer's mistake.

The bright tone of one, a Mr Thing, from whom all human feeling and personal sense of responsibility has been extracted, is perfectly caught. The effect is the stronger by being kept within the bounds of Mr Thing's conversation. In the same book, On the Face of It, in the satisfying life of "Mr
Dough the Baker," an individual without straining to be one, there is a
counter-poise to the Society Anonymous of Mr Thing. The title suggests a
reference to the card game of Happy Families, and in the poem there is the
phrase, "A card, some called him," which the poet is quick to disown. He is
not in the business of creating Scotch stereotypes. Mr Dough is what he is
because of his significant function. The tone is set from the beginning.
"Between the Gaelic hills and the village street! he baked night into morn-

4T . S. Eliot, "William Blake," in Selected Essays 1917-1932 (New York, 1932). p.

275}.
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ing." The poet moves securely out of a lower key, still with a touch of humor, into a pitch which evokes a mystery, but one firmly based on a reality.
The poem ends:
Whenever I called at his bakery on the moor,
he served me more than a warmth of things to eat;
for he lived that sense of wholeness fields of wheat
swaying the valley had ears to listen for,
each wordless moment harvested, complete.

The affirmation of the value of the individual in an organic society rises
through the texture of the poem, nor are Lindsay's sympathies confmed to a
traditionally established society. He begins in "Travelling Folk" from the
hard facts.
Cornered in wastes of land, spinnies of old roads
lopped back from the new, where done horses
leant once on starved haunches, battered cars
nuzzle scrunted bushes and caravans.

He concludes:
these exiles from our human order seed
in the rough, overlooked verges of living,
their stubborn litter filling with vagrancy,
the cracks our need for conformation shows.

The lines stamp their authority with a sense of reality. There is an implied
admiration for the obduracy of those on the verges of society. The intelligence and understanding of the reader is engaged. This is a far remove from
the over-simplification of the line:
It's to the heart that music must be true,

The line is used to dismiss a composition by Nono in a poem "The Music
Critic's Dream," which also looks askance at Berg and Webern. But for the
strength and quality of the majority of the poems in both books this kind of
assertiveness might distract from the achievement; I have not taken account
of much, enjoyable, skilful light verse, preferring to focus on that Lindsay
which is alert to possibility and meanings, who ends his poem, "Poet":
But I keep casting, now and then unhooking
wonder or pity off a bent hope.
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Elsewhere Lindsay's verbal play draws attention to itself as when he
changes nouns into verbs, "to small" for instance, but this small quip points
to his main achievement. It is a markedly individual achievement, so much
so that it is not readily seen as a contribution to the large complex of
achievement of Scottish poetry since the 1920s. The energizing of poetry in
Scots by MacDiarmid created a climate in which the language was kindled
anew: it was seen in the brilliance of Sydney Goodsir Smith; in the wild
vigor of Alexander Scott, based on his native speech; in the imaginative,
witty English of MacCaig; in the renewal of ritual speech of George Mackay
Brown, and in others. Since the language of Lindsay's finer poems does not
produce fireworks, nor develop intensities, but, as it were, seems to stand
out of the way of the reader's perception of the person and event, this transparency seems to demand less attention than is its due. It requires that settled
consideration, which the poetry of Henryson required, to which Edwin Muir
gave it. Once Maurice Lindsay's poems are allowed to lie in the mind, their
significance in the century's work cannot lightly be dismissed.

GEORGE BRUCE

Edinburgh

The Songs of Roben Burns, edited by Donald A. Low, Routledge, London,
1993, i-[xiv), 962 pp.
One could not wish for a more strikingly handsome volume than this
production of Routledge. A dark-blue, cloth cover with somewhat lighter
blue endpapers; on the front cover, a silver title within a silver frame, below
which, an imprinted silhouette head, presumably that of Bums; the spine repeating in silver wording of the title-page; and unusual, striped headbands in
Scotland's blue and white. Such ability and care continue within the ordering of the text, the choices of type, and the dedicated proofreading with no
more than a minimum of such errors as "authenic" for "authentic" or the
misplaced comma in the title to "Behold, my love, how green the groves.
Donald A. Low, at Stirling University's Centre for Scottish Literature
and Culture, can boast an extensive record of editing both the works of
Robert Bums and those materials bearing upon his life and work; thus, his
editions of the. critical heritage, of critical essays, of the Kilmarnock poems,
and of the early Bums glossaries. Lately, this editor has introduced a reprint
It
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of The Scots Musical Museum, written the paperback Roben Burns for the
Scottish Academic Press, contributed to Studies in Scottish Literature, and,
with Jean Redpath, completed two cassettes of the songs. So he had been
long busy at Bums before entering upon the gnarled task of editing the songs;
as he would have it, "definitively." Unfortunately, scarcely so.
No song book for around the campfire this! And no book to lie open on
any music rack. Low's volume is massive, unwieldy, bulky with its 6.6
pounds of 976 pages between 10" x 7.5" boards. Heavy, also, is its cost of
£120, roughly $180. Herein is little encouragement for others to sing
Bums's songs. At best, this ponderous volume will take a place in the homes
of a few Bumsians and in a few university libraries next to James C. Dick's
still indispensable work on the songs The Songs of Roben Burns (London,
1903; rptd. 1962), and leaning heavily upon James Kinsley's The Poems and
Songs of Roben Bums (3 vols., 1968; 2nd edn., 1971 [hereafter cited as
"Kinsley"]).
Low presents significant prefatory materials before setting forth upon his
"Introduction," the songs, and the notes upon them. Amongst the claims and
acknowledgments of the "Preface" itself is, first, the admission that Peter
Davidson and Philip Maund have been "most helpful and constructive" in
coming to "the rescue" with "difficult problems" arising from lithe music
text." Equally important to note is the acknowledgment of a "large debt"
owed Dr. David Johnson, "musical copy-editor."
Following the "Preface" and continuing its pagination are three short
prefatory essays. "Song Texts and Music" is by Low himself. Here the editor mentions his chief sources for the words and music; his decision to order
the songs chronologically, as best can be determined; and his choice of
printing the melody unarranged.
The next essay "Note on the Music" is David Johnson's moment to
speak out on editing the melodies. Straightaway he admits, "Establishing the
correct music for Bums's songs is sometimes tricky." Continuing, Low's
musical copy-editor freely agrees that those songs not printed in the poet's
lifetime leave room for "all kinds of mistakes." While overlooking this opportunity to provide the reader with knowledge of his earlier study of Bums's
lyrics, Johnson does recognize the "magnificent scholarship" of both Dick
and Kinsley; such recognition, however, precedes this statement:
"Unfortunately, scholarship is not enough here." Therein lies a rub! Johnson does not recommend anything reliable as a substitute for scholarship.
Going on, he leaves his reader with two thoughts which make this reader at
least wonder what are the particular qualifications of Johnson for editing the
songs of Robert Bums. The questions are, "Did Bums prefer a melody plain
or decorated?" and "Did Bums prefer that his words be in Scots or in English?"
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Because later composers like Schumann turned Burns's lyrics into artsongs (lieder), Johnson chooses to print four songs composed by two art-song
composers whom Burns met in Edinburgh: Allan Masterton and Johann
Schetky. Even this early in the book, one cannot leave Johnson without the
teasing ignorance of not having been told to what extent, if any, Low took
responsibility for the music or exactly how he and Johnson collaborated
where words and music become a single unity: a song.
Prefatory items close with Low's short glossary columned under
"Common Words," basically words which will not be glossed every time
they appear in the text. Sixty-five of these words have more than one
spelling (e.g. "gaed," "gaen," "gaun"). In the list, one will find such Scots
as "a'," "hae," and "ilka"; one will not find "aince," "laird," "till," or
"mavis."
Before commenting upon the 889 pages of "Songs and Notes," it will
prove expedient to recognize all other elements of the "Contents," together
no more than seventy-three pages. First is Low's "Introduction," almost
forty pages divided into nine parts, a tenth being the eighty-seven notes upon
the essay itself. Low has no surprises like DeLancey Ferguson's announcement of adding fifty hitherto unknown letters to the canon. Low's account of
Burns and song is highly compressed, pennitting but a glance upon such vital
concerns as manuscript sources. Once more this editor extravagantly claims
that his edition makes "available for the first time the words and melodies of
all of Burns's songs," a claim that gives airy nothing to Kinsley.
In this introduction, Low bypasses the music to stay with the words. He
mentions Stephen Clarke, but provides no careful recognition of what Clarke
contributed to the Museum, not once so much as mentioning "Pedal Bass."
Again, nothing about music or, rather, the lack of it in the The Merry Muses.
All eyes are upon Burns's lyrics. Should a tune be so much as mentioned,
Low without fail will turn to Burns's letters to Thomson for analysis of the
music; if not to Thomson, then to Dick (e.g. "0 luve will venture in").
Strangely, Low's musical copy-editor is not cited in a single one of the
eighty-seven footnotes to this "Introduction." Nor is there one quote from
Johnson in the entire essay. As fascinatingly, Low does not refer to Cedric
Thorpe Davie's essay which concludes Low's Critical Essays on Robert
Bums, but evades, as though it were the plague, Davie's principal point,
most appropriate for being introduced later on in this review.
How modest Low's three-page "Select Bibliography" is may be seen by
comparing it, of a rainy day, with Kinsley's thirty-five page bibliography.
The very idea of "selectivity" seems to preclude the claim of
"defmitiveness." What is more, it cannot help but leave the reader in a
quandary. For example, Erich Schwebsch's Schottische Volkslyrik in James
Johnson's The Scots Musical Museum (Berlin, 1920) does not appear in
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Low's "Select Bibliography." This exclusion, however, does not signify that
Low did not introduce Schwebsch's findings in his "Notes." Yet, to take an
example, Schwebsch's discovery of new sources to "0 my Luve's like a red,
red Rose" is not recognized by Low in his notes to the song or in his extended discussion of the same song in his "Introduction." Apparently, Low
misses one of his very, very few chances to outdo Kinsley.
Low lists fifty-one entries in the four sections of his "Select Bibliography. " Some of the more important works are abbreviated so as to baffle
even a Bumsian coming upon "ICPB" (for Roben Bums's Commonplace
Book, 1783-85, ed. J. C. Ewing and D. Cook, [Glasgow, 1938]) in the text.
Ultimately, inconveniently, he will have to look for the bibliography. Kinsley has his place; so, too, does Dick with his Notes on Scottish Song of 1908
as well as his major work of 1903. David Johnson is represented by two
books of 1972 and 1984: that on music and society in eighteenth-century
Scotland and the equally impressive volume on eighteenth-century Scottish
fiddle music. In the spirit of e. e. cummings' "Mr. U," Low includes three
works of his own editing.
No manuscripts are cited in this abbreviated bibliography. Low, however, like Kinsley can refer over and over in his text to "Margaret Sinkler's
MS. 1710" without any inclusion of it in his bibliography. Once again Dick
saves the day. No Frank Kidson in Low, no Bums Chronicle, no recordings,
no Anglia or Archiv for the early twentieth-century source studies whereby
the redoubtable Alois Brandl led his band of promising scholars like Ritter,
Anders, Molenaar, and Meyerfeld. All these are passed by.
Of the three appendices which follow the bibliography the most ambitious as well as most rewarding by far is that contributed by Peter Davidson
of the University of Leiden. As with the appointment of David Johnson,
Low goes outside himself whenever the music of Bums's songs is to be given
something of the attention it merits. The scope of Davidson's informative
study "Song Arrangements" is from the poet's work on the Museum, through
his efforts in support of Thomson's A Select Collection, to such accompanied
versions of the songs as Beethoven's which belong to the years after the
poet's death, as late as the 1840s.
Davidson begins with the cultural orthodoxies like "genteel simplification" upon which the accompanied songs "fell foul." The society of Bums's
days working for James Johnson was that of "the inspired, untutored ploughboy," whereas the society of his days with George Thomson was that of
"canting old maids" ready to castrate any song with the word "kiss." The
1920s saw Bums as "a Lawrentian man"; the 1940s sought oral rather than
printed transmission of the songs so that tunes with accompaniments like
Stephen Clarke's were suspect. The one intractable fact, Davidson asserts,
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is, "Bums was clearly happy that his songs should be presented to the public
in accompanied form. "
In Britain, accompanied folk songs go back to the seventeenth century,
then forward to Tytler's 1794 Dissenation calling for "a plain, thin, falling
bass for the hatpsichord or guitar," then to Ferdinand Tenducci's Edinburgh,
concert-hall singing which prompted George Thomson to obtain accompaniments worthy of the merits of Scottish song. Stephen Clarke's pedal basses
could have satisfied Tytler; Beethoven! s German words for Bums's lyrics
and his lieder-like accompaniments for various instruments almost satisfied
Thomson. If Thomson dared complain, he suffered Beethoven's scornful, "I
am not accustomed to tinker my compositions." Davidson competently
leaves his reader with the admonition that the first accompanied versions appeared with Bums's approval and are to be found at the earliest stage of the
printed history of his songs.
Appendix 2, Low's "Attributions in The Scots Musical Museum" reveals
Low much as he appears in the introduction he wrote for a reprint of the
Museum: some distance from the music. Appendix 3, "Two Early Songs,"
gives the reader a glimpse of Bums's first songs, one of which was written to
the only tune which the poet himself ever composed, that for "0 raging
Fortune's withering blast." "I am not musical Scholar enough to prick down
any tune properly," wrote Bums, "so it can never see the light. "
Very briefly, Low writes on the sources of his il1ustrations. He is to be
commended, assuredly, for his liberal illustrating: some sixty-three pictures
in black-grey-white, roughly one for every fifteen pages of text. The main
sources are two nineteenth-century works The Land of Bums (1840) and Gilfillan's The National Bums (undated by Low, but issued as Poetical Works in
1856, and as The National Bums [? 1879-80]). Low does not caption D. O.
Hill's natural settings of the Bums Country; his placement of these pictures
seems to be without particular reason, and some loss of detail results from
the printing. More striking than these illustrations, more dramatic, are the
plates after the Davidson essay which trace the accompaniments to Bums
songs from the early Museum all the way through the late Beethoven, from
the simplest to the most complex. Otherwise the reader will come upon a
portrait of Thomson earlier reproduced by Gilfillan.
Last of the contents are three indices, taking their lead from Kinsley:
"Index of First Lines," "Index of Tunes," and "Index of Short Song Titles."
All three give the song number after each item.
Low's indices are not without difficulties, inconsistencies, errors. Unhappily for the searcher, this editor sometimes indexes a song by the first line
of the chorus, but not by the first line of the song itself. Kinsley indexes by
both first lines. Inconsistency arises when Low indexes neither the first line
of the chorus nor the first line of the song. Try to find in Low's indices
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Kinsley's "Brose and Butter." You will not discover it in the "Index of Short
Titles" or in the "Index of First Lines" under Kinsley's first line "Jenny sits
up i' the laft." If you are diligent, you will find it in the "Index of First
Lines" as the first line of the chorus: "Gie my Love brose, brose." Kinsley
indexes four entries as "For a' that, and a' that," Low but one and that is in
his "Index of Short Song Titles." Both the song "The groves of sweet myrtie" and the song "0, ken ye what Meg 0 the Mill has gotten" can cause
trouble for a search of the "Index of First Lines." Listing "0, ken ye what
Meg 0' the Mill has gotten" as No. 234, when it is 233 is indubitably an error bound to upset one.
Turning now to the main body of Low's editing, the words and music of
Bums's songs together with this editor's notes upon them, one might recall
that the Henley and Henderson Centenary Edition of Roben Bums (1896) not
only barred presentation of The Merry Muses according to "existing canons
of taste," but also turned its back upon all of the music to the songs as well.
This deficiency became the focus of James Dick's eyes. Dick's one aim in
editing Bums's songs was to publish these songs "with the melodies for
which they were written." "I propose," Dick wrote," to criticize neither the
words nor the music. "
Dick himself was very much a musician. Friend of Joachim, he founded
the Chamber Music Society of Newcastle in 1880. His The Songs of Roben
Bums: A Study in Tone-Poetry (1903, 536 pp.) printed 361 songs, thirtyfour of which were being accepted as Bums's for the first time. Additionally, he gave seven more songs as "Uncertain" and still four more as
"Unknown." Altogether 365 songs. From early manuscripts and eighteenthcentury collections, Dick printed 303 airs which Bums intended for his
lyrics.
For the next frfty-five years after Dick's breakthrough, editors of Bums
passed the music by. In 1955, for example, James Barke edited a one-volume edition of Bums for Collins. This edition became the most popular
contemporary edition of the poet, one reprinted for the umpteenth time in
1984. Barke offers none of the music whatsoever. I intended to get things
back on track when I published The Tuneful Flame: Songs of Roben Bums
As He Sang Them (1957) and, nine years later (1966), my Riverside Edition
Roben Bums: Selected Poetry and Prose which offered more than forty
songs with their melodies including the song "Elibanks and Elibraes." In the
same year, Sydney Goodsir Smith published his A Choice of Bums's Poems
and Songs without one note of music.
Two years later the Oxford University Press published its three-volume
edition The Poems and Songs of Roben Bums edited by James Kinsley; this
huge venture went to a second edition in 1971. Kinsley's aim with respect to
the songs was Dick's. Twenty-five years before this edition by Low, Kinsley
I
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printed all but one of the 373 songs given by Low. The one exception is
"Gie my Love brose, brose" a song which Barke, Smith, and Ferguson claim
to have been merely collected by Bums. Two early songs which Low gives
as one of his appendices are both given numbers by Kinsley. Low's
chronological line of songs from No.1, "0 once l' lov'd a bonnie lass" to
No. 373, "Fairest maid on Devon banks" bears none of the surprises of a
Ferguson or a Dick and runs all but exactly along the line of Kinsley.
Like Kinsley, Low includes Bums's cloaciniads. Both look for the authority of manuscript or early attribution before accepting anyone of these
songs, which appeared in The Merry Muses without a tune specified or unspecified after the title. Both Low and Kinsley try to offer this music as in
the case of "When maukin bucks at early fucks," where the tune The tither
mom chosen by Bums appears. For the fescinnine verses "It was a holy
night," Low believed the tune to be "untraced"; strangely, the name of the
tune is not specified, but does appear as Wat ye woo I met yestreen in Low's
"Index of Tunes. "
There is all but no indication by Low that he gave serious attention to
Dick's two categories "Uncertain" and "Unknown" or to Kinsley's two categories "Undated Poems and Dubia" and "works admitted to the Bums canon,
either wrongly or upon inadequate authority." Twelve songs are under
Kinsley's first category. As likely as not, Low numbers these songs without
particulars. Under Kinsley's second category are thirty -eight songs. Low
turns his back upon all of them; not one is in his "Index of First Lines."
What could be more unfortunate! Any editor of Bums's songs should make
up his own mind about each of these songs and make his own reasoning upon
them known. One song rejected by Kinsley is "Elibanks and Elibraes." This
song was first put forward by J. D. Law in 1903; it was then defended as
true Bums by me in 1950 and is still so defended in 1994. Kinsley tends to
weasel out of my arguments so as to rely upon his infallible "taste" for genuine Bums; he concludes, "I should be reluctant, even if confronted with
Bums's holograph, to ascribe it to him." Such a conclusion from one who
has no trouble in accepting "Let no Woman e'er complain" as authentic
Bums! What are Low's thoughts? Who's to tell? He is mum.
The page upon which Low orders his format is large. Customarily, the
verso of a page bears the song number with the first line of song or chorus as
may be. Beneath, just above the first stave, to the left, the tune is named.
Then follow the melody with the words of the first stanza and, if any, those
of the chorus. On the opposite recto, Bums's words are set down, numbered
in the margin by fives, then the source of the text. At the bottom of the
recto are the glosses and the notes. The average page is never crowded. The
verso usually has one-half to one-third in empty space; the recto, several
inches of emptiness between lyrics and glosses.
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As compared with Kinsley, Low is less likely to go to a second or third
manuscript holograph for a resounding song title; for example, "Robert
Bruce's March to Bannockburn" for "Scots wha hae." Low is likely to follow the Museum or the Select Collection if he can, as a single source; Kinsley moves about amongst the Burns holograph manuscripts for his text. Thus
for "McPherson's Farewell," Kinsley adds the British Museum MS Egerton
1656 (f. 26) to gain his text; for "Hark, the mavis' evening song," Low relies upon the Dalhousie MS, Kinsley upon the SMM No. 264 and the Hastie
MS; for "Come rede me dame," Low takes his verses from The Merry
Muses; Kinsley collates with The Merry Muses an Esty holograph MS; for
"Here awa, there awa," Low prints Thomson's text, despite Thomson's
changes in Burns's holograph; Kinsley had restored Burns's song to what the
poet had desired even if Kinsley had had to collate three other sources with
the Thomson.
Different sources for a text as well as certain inclinations towards what a
text should be evidence distinct changes between the texts of Low and Kinsley. Take, as an example, Kinsley's fICa' the ewes-[A]" and Low's parallel
"Ca' the yowes." Both editors rely upon the very same sources: SMM, No.
264 (179) and Hastie MS, f. 56. Assuming that each editor stays close to his
sources, one can get a clear idea of the differences between the two editors
by noting changes of text. With Low the title is "Ca' the yowes"; with
Kinsley, fICa' the ewes." Within the chorus, Low prefers "yowes" and
"dearie. "; Kinsley, "ewes" and "Dearie.-". Stanza 1 shows Low leaning to
"at end," "shepherd-lad," and "dearie."; Kinsley to "at end," "Shepherdlad," and "Dearie.-". Low gives in the second stanza "clearly." for Kinsley's "clearly.-". In the third, Low has "shepherd-lad," "nae body," and
"me." for Kinsley's "Shepherd-lad," "naebody," and "me.-". In the fourth
Low chooses "shall" for "sall," "dearie." for "Dearie.-". In the last stanza,
Low offers "day," "death," and "dearie." for Kinsley's "Day," "Death," and
"Dearie.-".
To generalize: Low prefers a plain source which he reprints as simply,
orderly, and modernly as he dares; Kinsley goes for a bit of color, e.g.,
"MCPherson" for McPherson," "SCOTS" for "Scots," "BRUCE" for "Bruce."
Anything with an eighteenth-century tang like raised small caps, after a large
one, Kinsley will retain if he can, whereas Low will copacetically clean the
slate, going for the duller Rite Two rather than the glorious Rite One with its
"quick" and "propitiation."
Glossary-wise, Low scores quickly over Kinsley; for he glosses on the
same page as his text, albeit at the bottom of the page, not in the margin; on
the other hand, one has to turn to the third volume of the Oxford titled
Commentary for glosses, like Low's, preceding the notes. In addition to
textual glosses of each song, whether on the same page or in a different vol-
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ume, Low offers only the brief list previously recognized. Kinsley, on the
contrary, provides a full glossary of sixty-five pages, admittedly for the
poems as well as for the songs. Here "mavis" does appear. Such an extensive glossary affords him the opportunity to gloss rdre English words as well
as the Scots. The "gane" of Low's "0, Lady Mary Ann" is in neither his list
"Common Words" nor as a gloss before his notes to the song. More importantly, Low fails to gloss words from quotations within his notes; thus, his
reader will be expected to know "chiel," "hand-wail'd," "lugs," and such
words as "dockins" and "keikle."
When it comes to glossing of the bawdry, one is better off with Kinsley
who not only glosses carefully (e.g. "leather" as "vagina") but also illustrates
with quotations from other works. Low is likely to dismiss the tenns of
bawdry with such a generalization as "Double entendres abound." Furthennore, he can make serious glossarial mistakes. Line nine of "Gat ye me"
is "0 had your tongue now Luckie Laing." In the notes below, Low glosses
"haud" as "hold" completely overlooking the fact that he is dealing with
"had," not "haud." Inconsistently, he doesn't gloss "ha"' or "ba'" (p. 859)
although he does gloss "fa'," "ca'," and "wa'" in his "Common Words."
To turn from the editing of Burns's words to the editing of the melodies
is to find oneself knee-deep in unanswered questions. Strictly speaking, a
copy-editor works on material handed over to him; therefore, we are to
assume that Low selected not only the text of each song, but also the melody
which Burns designated as that to which he had composed his song. What,
however, if more than one melody was involved? Who makes the choice?
The editor or his musical copy-editor? Or both?
If Low had faith that Johnson's knowledge of eighteenth-century music
was "unrivalled," why then did he turn to Peter Davidson and Philip Maund
for his "rescue" when "the music text on which this edition is based threw up
difficult problems?" Was one of these difficult problems his confusion with
names of tunes as with No. 46 and No. 85 where he gives Over the Waler to
Charlie, not Shawnboy? Or did he not know of the Coulter Collection?
Where were the bounds of responsibility? Responsibility for what? If,
indeed, all was to Low, why then the copyrights taken out by Johnson on
some of his work for Low?
Take another case in point. Cedric Thorpe Davie speaks of some sixty
errors of musical notation in Kinsley in an essay edited by Low well before
his edition of Burns's songs. Did Davie pass on a list of these errors to
Low? To Johnson? Or to nobody? If he passed them on to Low, could Low
have dealt with them? What is his background in music? One would believe
him to be but another one of those editors of Burns against whom Davie inveighs: one without any fonnal training in such matters as hannony, mode,
tempi, figured bass, etc.
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Coming up with the air for a Burns song, when the aim is to give that air
to which Burns composed his verses, is, genernlly, no great matter. One
opens The Scots Musical Museum. But what if the melody has more than one
source as with Eppie McNab? What if the editor is forced to choose from
amongst severnl tunes named in letters of Burns as well as an altogether different tune substituted by Thomson as in the case of "Farewell thou stream"?
Again, what if severnl melodies are involved, not all offered by Burns?
What if George Thomson has chosen the air and the song is "Auld lang
syne"? "Tam Glen"? "0 wert thou in the cauld blast"? Or anyone of more
than thirty other songs? Does one turn to his musical copy-editor? To
Davidson? To Maund? To another musicologist? Who decides? A chief
editor without that degree of musical knowledge which a reader has a right to
expect of an editor of songs, unities of words and music?
So Low handed on to Johnson tunes which he, Low, had judged to be
Burns's choice. Where a tune was to be used for more than one song, the
tune was to be repeated each time it was designated, such being the case with
a tune like Clout the caudron or Duncan Gray. The credit due Low for this
editorial decision can be measured by the inconveniences arising from Kinsley's single appeamnce of a tune with its subsequent crutches of cross-references. Low offers 321 tunes; Kinsley, 356, 12% more. In Low's volume,
forty-two tunes, 11 %, are repeated: twenty-eight are repeated once; twelve,
three times; two, four times, For a that and Killiecrankie. Twelve songs
have no tune, four being unnamed (e.g. that for "Jenny sits up in the laft");
eight, untrnced (e.g., The auld cripple Dow).
Music-wise Johnson is thoroughly competent. His work on Haydn's
hannonic and instrumental techniques in the "B-flat Largo MS" is unpublished. His Music and Society in Lowland Scotland in the Eighteenth Century has become standard. His later work Scottish Fiddle Music in the Eighteenth Century is both a delightful collection and an historical study. The
volume on music and society has ten references to Robert Burns. Non-pertinent here are those to the Gows; pertinent are the severnl references to fiddle
tunes, such as The dusty miller and The Caledonian Hunt's Delight, to which
Burns set songs; border-line is the identification of Burns with the new ideology "of Rousseau's virtues of peasant culture. "
One sunnises that Johnson is not a musicologist to sit back and wonder
what he holds in his hands. Familiar though Burns's words may not have
been, he could have had no trouble with the melodies, save, possibly, feeling
held back by his editor's reins. Whenever he sees the way, he allows himself
his head in order to seek freedom to work as he would. He supports his
taking liberty with the argument that scholarship is not enough, with the
argument that the tunes present "tricky problems," and with the old cliche,
"Something you don't know won't hurt you." Johnson allows himself some
t
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freedom with airs from the Museum, more with those from A Select Collection, and most with those named in The Merry Muses, where no music
appears. Johnson's changes in "Ca' the yowes" are without authority. His
work on "Farewell, thou stream that winding flows" is contrary to the poet's
choice. For "Heard ye o' the tree 0' France," he seems to be the sole
authority for choosing the tune Killiecrankie and then nailing down his choice
by taking out a copyright on the arrangement.
Those music texts which bear Johnson's copyright should be a reliable
index as to where he felt most comfortable. Why the copyright? Because
the work was Johnson's? Because these tunes had given particular satisfaction in editing? Because he was already looking forward to his own Bums
song book?
Four music texts, air and accompaniment, carry Johnson's copyright:
three by Allan Masterton and one by J. G. C. Schetky, two art-composers
known to Bums in Edinburgh, their composing just preceding the period of
great lieder. These four songs are for voice and harpsichord or piano. The
first of the Masterton airs "The Catrine Woods were yellow seen" is a rare
example of where the tune was composed after Bums wrote his words; the
words themselves are in sentimental English with a smattering of Scots. The
tempo is "Fairly slow"; the score offers figured bass. Uncharacteristically,
Johnson does not transpose from the key of E so as to avoid the G above
middle C and the two Fs.
The second Masterton is "Thickest night surround my dwelling!" Here
Bums's verses are all in English. The tempo is "Plaintive"; the music gives
figured bass. Here Johnson makes six changes in Masterton's air, whereas
he had made none in the song preceding. One change is the mere deletion of
a bar line; another changes a Masterton G to C so as to gain a smooth, fournote descent; the four other changes represent the trademark of Johnson's
editing: instead of a pairing of eighth notes, he dots the first and makes the
second a sixteenth. Why? I think it arises out of this editor's unrivalled
knowledge of Scots tunes as fiddle music and out of a musicianship that has
taught how much snap and vibrancy can be gained from combining the dotted
eighth with the sixteenth or from linking a dotted eighth, a sixteenth, and an
eighth, in place of a tripling of eighths. Johnson knows what will keep a
singer from becoming bored and a listener from a-nodding. The same
know ledge of how many Scots airs have been born of the fiddle cautions
Johnson to rely upon transposition when a comfortable range is the issue.
Most male voices, for example, croak at the F above middle C before dying
in the G and A of the far beyond. Except with the airs by the art-composers
Masterton and Schetky, Johnson will transpose almost every air to make it
singable by most voices. The Museum and the Kinsley offer no such consideration.
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The third Masterton "0 Willie brew'd a peck 0' maut" is far and away
the best partnership of composer and arranger. Needless to say, Johnson
calls for "[Lively]" before he commences notation. He makes six changes in
the Masterton air; they are important for they are reflected elsewhere in his
editing. The first reverses a dotted eighth and a sixteenth to strengthen an
emerging pattern; the second changes an F# to an A to avoid discord; the
third typicaUy changes two eights for a dotted eighth and a sixteenth; the
fourth reverses this change from two eighths; the fifth changes a D to an E to
maintain an established sequence; the sixth and last offers a D in place of a
crotchet rest. This last change is tough to swallow. Even though Johnson
gains an uninterrupted pattern, he loses the drama of the unaccompanied
voice: a stark, electric solo.
The Schetky melody with accompaniment is that for "Clarinda, mistress
of my soul," marked Slow and expressive. The verses are wholly in English
to suggest that the Edinburgh art-composers avoided Bums in Scots and relished his sentimentalities. Here Johnson re-arranges without the aid of figured bass, making but a single change, that to the leading note. The air as
arranged is simple and lovely with just about as much schmalz as almost anyone could desire.
Johnson took out copyright on four other songs which he edited for
Low; not one of the texts for these is out of the Museum. "My girl she's
airy" is from The Merry Muses. Here Johnson adapts the air Black Joke
from Robert Bremner's Collection of Scots Tunes (1759), instead of relying
upon Kinsley's selection of the same air as given by James Aird in his A
Selection of Scotch . .. Airs, II (1782), 27. Johnson's reliance upon the
pairing of a dotted eighth with a sixteenth implies a faster more appropriate
pace than that of the Aird; furthermore, Johnson evades the high F , G, and
a leap to the A from middle C; and he fits words to melody by stretching out
his tune to bear all eleven verses.
"Contented wi' little" is set to Lumps of puddings which Johnson takes
from Oswald's Caledonian Pocket Companion instead of from Thomson's
Orpheus Caledonius, Kinsley's source. Once more Johnson calls for a
quicker pace and transposes for the singer's comfort. Another song in Johnson's copyright is "Lassie, lend me your braw hemp heckle." The editor
works from the Orpheus Caledonius in a fast, rhythmic tempo repeating parts
of the tune so as to accommodate all eight verses. The last song of copyright
to Johnson is "Heard ye 0' the tree 0' France." Because Kinsley rejects this
song as dubious Bums, whereas Low does not, Johnson is left to play footloose and fancy free. Low could not name a tune for the song; so Johnson
uncovers two tunes which suit Bums's verses Killiecrankie and The black
watch and chooses the first.
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Again and again, the tune as offered by Low is precisely, note for note,
that offered by Kinsley; such is the case with "I coft a stane 0' haslock
woo'." To look at several of Burns's more famous songs is to see typical
Johnsonian editing. "I gaed down the waterside" shows Johnson turning his
back on Kinsley to gain a C# and reveals the dotted eighth as well as the
need to transpose. In "Scots wha hae" much is the same for both Kinsley
and Johnson. The latter does, however, invert the strains and omits the double bar line between strains. The song "Come rede me dame" offers just
about the same melody in the Oxford and the Routledge. Kinsley names the
tune Liggeram cosh after the preference of a grandaunt of Burns; Johnson
gives The Quaker's wife, the customary title. With "John Anderson, My
Jo," Johnson transposes the air which both he and Kinsley take from the
Museum; otherwise, the music is exactly the same. Both Kinsley and Johnson treat "McPherson's Farewell" alike, save, again, for a Johnson transposition to evade high notes The same is true for "0, wert thou in the cauld
blast" with still one more transposing for similar reasons.
Johnson is likely to turn from a Museum tempo indicator like "Slowish"
to "Fairly slow," from "Allegretto" to "Brisk." Rather modestly he cites
twelve examples of his editing for Low which he holds to be "better than
those which have appeared in earlier collections." Apart from what has already been identified as a Johnson-edited tune, one might cite the following:
"0 leave novels," which is one of the above songs, has a B natural in the
fourth measure which makes no sense save as a genteel reminder. For "I am
a son of Mars," Johnson selects a source different from that of Kinsley in order to gain a better key for the voice. "My girl she's airy" has been identified previously; "I once was a maid" is Johnson from measure to every
measure. For "He clench'd his pamphlets in his fist," Low's editor takes the
air Killiecrankie not from the Museum as Kinsley does, but from a recorder
book of 1702 by James Thomson because he believes, "Burns's words [are)
best fitted to the early eighteenth-century form of the tune." Both Kinsley
and Johnson choose The Sow's tail for "0 Philly, happy be that day," which
like "I once was a maid" bears mark after mark of Johnson's editing. The
last of these songs which Johnson cans his "best" is "Contented wi' little"
with the tune Lumps of puddings [see above].
Random selection of the notes to twenty-five consecutive songs in Low
indicates that, apart from each last line of notes which names the source of
the tune, music plays no part or, at best, the slightest part in the commentary. One notable exception is notice of the Johnson copyright. If ever there
were a reason for still one more edition of Burns songs, it would be to offer
as informative an account of the music as of the poetry; yet Low's notes
seem never to extend beyond the Burns lines to the air itself; when they do,
one is inclined to ask, "Is this Johnson or Low?" Or is it not rather Dick?
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Or is it not Robert Bums himself writing to George Thomson about the merits of a particular air that he has soughed over and over again? The reader is
led irrevocably to the conclusion that what there is by way of notes in the
Low edition is by Low only.
There is far too much wide-open space on page after page to argue that
Low had insufficient space for anything more than a sparse note. As a comment for "Let not woman e'er complain," he merely quotes Bums's letter to
Thomson. He dwells not at all on what happens to the air Duncan Gray in
the hands of Kozeluch.
The chief sources of Low's notes are the letters of Bums and the works
of Dick and Kinsley. When Low stopped gathering his information is not
readily known. He seems to have overlooked not only the 1990 rediscovery
by Ashmead and Davidson of a superior text for "a, let me in this ae night"
and the important contents of the Coulter Collection as revealed by lain G.
Brown, but also such 1980 items as the writing about "Lady Mary Ann."
Far and away, Kinsley is Low's main source for his notes. Again and
again, the lead for a Low's note is a part of a Kinsley commentary, even to
repetition of the wording. See, for example, "The Couper 0' Cuddy. I!
Comparison of Low's notes to "A' the lads 0' Thornie-backl! with Kinsley's
shows that each of the major points made by Low had been made by Kinsley;
the only difference this reviewer can see is that Low orders 1, 2, 3, whereas
Kinsley beforehand had ordered 2, 1, 3. Kinsley's wording in a note can be
"with a chorus like his"; Low's, for the same song, "with a chorus similar to
his." For "Comin' thro' the rye," Kinsley's note" ... Bums amused himself with the obscene potentialities of 'Comin' thro' the rye'" becomes in
Low, "He [Bums] also amused himself with the bawdy potential of 'Comin'
thro' the rye .... ,I! Other examples of Low's reliance upon Kinsley's notes
can speedily be cited. Compare their notes to "Altho' my bed were in yon
muir," where Low again goes to Kinsley whenever the subject is how good
Bums was in matching words with music. Compare their notes to "Though
Fickle Fortune has deceiv'd me," "As I was wand'ring ae midsummer
e'ening," or "There was a time, but old Time was then young." Perhaps the
fault is my own oversight, but nowhere in Low can I find anything like an
adequate acknowledgment of his dependency upon Kinsley for the materials
of his notes.
Reading the notes by Kinsley and Low to the more than 370 songs of
Robert Bums impresses one with the extent and depth of Kinsley's study of
those materials which he had collected zealously during the twelve arduous
years of his preparation. Low offers the bare bones; Kinsley, the bones
fleshed out with live tissue. Kinsley's cross-references are heroic in their
scope. With "Ca' the yowes," for example, he links the Bums with the pastourelle tradition and then illustrates with a passage from Herrick's Hes-
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perides. Low offers little aesthetic criticism and misses, time and again, a

chance to illustrate the importance of the melody to Robert Bums. When the
tune in question is Cauid kail in Aberdeen, Kinsley quotes Bums's remark in
a letter to Thomson: "I differ from your idea of the expression of the
tune.-There is, to me, a great deal of querulous tenderness in it." Here
Low is silent. Where Kinsley offers twenty-five lines of commentary, Low
offers not one; where Kinsley writes five notes, each on certain lines of
Bums, Low writes none. Where Low cites a single source for a tune, Kinsley will list three and then mention that the air is to be found in stil1 other
collections. Where Kinsley gives three pages of notes to "Gie my love
brose, brose," Low gives three lines. Time after time, Kinsley'S commentary borders upon the definitive; Low's seldom, if ever.
The single merit that this reviewer fmds in Low's notes is the very personal satisfaction he takes from the number of instances that James Currie is
cited as the authoritative source The deficiencies of his notes, however, are
far more general. First of all, he gives us all but nothing of tune analysis;
secondly, he is vague, uncertain, given to hedging and "apparently"; thirdly,
he can be impertinent. His notes on "0, wert thou in the cauld blast" are
three lines only, the first of which refers his reader to his "Introduction"
where he quotes extensively from Dick. The quotation, however, scarcely
pertains to the song in question.
No word in Kenkyusha is more onomatopoetic than doshite. "Why?"
When all is said and done, why did Low edit this volume of Bums's songs?
For money? Hardly. But why attempt it in the face of so many warnings to
back off? Low well knows that the James Dick who in 1903 aimed at joining
the words of Bums to the melodies to which he composed them was at heart
a trained musician, thoroughly capable of musical analysis. Closer in time
were those efforts of James Kinsley; they resulted in the monumental Oxford
University Press, three-volume edition of the poems and the songs. The
London Office of the O.U.P. informs me that this work in its second edition
of 1971 is still available today. Kinsley's aim with the songs was Dick's.
Unlike Dick, Kinsley like Low seems incapable of musical analysis: commentary upon form, intervals, scales, modulations, choruses, climaxes,
rhythms, phrasings, cadences. What, therefore, was left for Low after the
1971 Kinsley?
Again. Low himself edited the 1975 Critical Essays on Roben Burns in
which he published three essays bearing upon music and Burns's songs.
Daiches and Kinsley write the first two; neither has a command of music.
The third scholar Cedric Thorpe Davie is a trained musician, now at the
University of St. Andrews. In his essay "Robert Bums, Writer of Songs,"
Davie gives voice to a warning which Low does not heed. Remarkable
throughout in its richness of musical knowledge, Davie's essay sounds one
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clear message. After noting that the critical appraisal of Burns's songs
"leaves much to be desired," Davie joins battle: "There is an implied assumption in much literary criticism that the music of Burns's songs is a
minor factor which must be recognized, but with reluctance .... commentators attempt very few judgments upon the tunes." Such a shortage of close
attention to the music leaves "a serious gap in the general assessment of
Burns as a creative artist." Having edited Davie's essay, Low could scarcely
have been unaware of Davie's strong words or how those words reflected
upon his own position.
An even stronger warning must have shaken Low. He and Jean Redpath
are well known to each other. To know Miss Redpath during the past few
years is to be well aware of her collaboration with Sergei Hovey; for she
joined forces with him for the seven long-playing records on which Philo
presents eighty-six of the 323 songs of Burns. These songs Hovey had arranged for voice and instruments. Miss Redpath's willingness to work with
Hovey tokens her acceptance of his aim: "to move the songs of Robert
Burns out of the museum, into the arena of action. "
When Miss Redpath spoke publicly of Hovey and his work, Low's ears
must have been open. "It infuriates me," said Miss Redpath, "when Burns
songs are presented as poetry. He wrote twice as many songs as poems. It
seems a little ridiculous that it has taken two-hundred years and an American
to collect them." Of Hovey, Miss Redpath concludes, "He was a genius."
This recently-deceased genius has absolutely no place in Low. Not so much
as a mention.
I would agree with Redpath as to Hovey's genius. It was my good fortune to serve him as a consultant on his Burns project which, well before the
first recording, had produced a score encased in clear plastic for each of the
323 songs collected, a score for voice and piano accompaniment. Out of this
exhaustive study (twelve hefty manuscript volumes) came the seven records
before the untimely death; for the day when the manuscripts would see publication, I contributed an introduction.
Hovey's life was music. Brilliant student of Arnold Schoenberg, he had
composed his Roben Bums Rhapsody, in five parts, given its first performance in 1959 at the Berlin Staat soper. Two of his closest friends with
music throughout their own backgrounds were Bertrand Bronson and
Melville Smith. Smith, pupil of Nadia Boulanger, organist to receive the
Grand Prix du Disque in 1961, and subsequent Director of the Longy School
of Music, was the one to approach me before 1962 with the plan of recording
songs of Robert Burns for Cambridge Records, songs to be sung by the
Metropolitan tenor Thomas Haywood. Smith like me had become displeased
with such earlier recordings as that of Argo in The English Poets Series.
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Argo had offered only readings of Bums's songs: no music. I agreed to
consult with Smith on the Bums and to write an introduction for the record.
Such ties as I had with Melville Smith led him to introduce me to Sergei
Hovey with the purpose of my becoming Hovey's consultant. So I remained
through Hovey's death and Smith's, and so I cherish Hovey's gift to me of
"7 Bums songs taped for Bob Thornton (April, 1975)."
The year 1996, the Bi-Centenary of Bums's death, will all too soon be
upon us. What the Low Songs of Robel1 Bums tells me is that the greatest
contribution Burnsians and everybody else can make to memorialize the
occasion is to come up with an edition of Bums's songs edited by a man like
Hovey, equally prepared as literary scholar and musician. I hear the footsteps of Cedric Thorpe Davie. Ideally, he or somebody like him should get
at the assignment, generously supported by the Burns Federation, but working completely free of the least iota of their authority. Ideally, such an editor
should seek permission of Hovey's widow to study the Hovey manuscripts,
even to make use of them as the backbone of the new edition.
One can dream.
D. THORNTON
SUNY New PaLtz, Emeritus

ROBERT

Alexandra Lapierre. Fanny Stevenson:
Robert Laffont, 1993,581 pp.

Entre passion et liberti.

Paris:

All Stevensonians know the importance of Fanny Stevenson in Louis's
life and work. Not only did this "teacher, tender comrade, wife," whom he
describes as "trusty, dusky, vivid, true" (Songs of TraveL, XXVII), help him
overcome major moral and physical crises throughout his lifetime, but she
also was a precious-if at times, ambiguous-collaborator, from The Dynamiter (1885) down to Our Samoan Adventure (1890-1894), including, of
course, her controversial role in the genesis of Dr JekyLL and Mr Hyde
(1886). To a certain extent, Fanny can be considered as an official
"Brownie" (see "A Chapter on Dreams"), an acknowledged collaborator of
Louis's, while during her own lifetime she came under heavy criticism for
the alleged "evil" influence she exerted over her husband: she would then be
considered as "trusty" but "dusky," "true" but "vivid"-probably too vivid at
times: see how she reacted at her husband's first draft of Dr Jekyll. .. So
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much so that many critics still consider that the portrait of Thorgunna made
by Louis in "The Waif Woman" ("as tall as a man and high in flesh (. .. ), ill
to deal with and not more than ordinary canny") is a spitting image of
Fanny. But this, in turn, hardly corresponds to Louis's praise of Fanny in
his dedication of Weir oj HermislOn to his wife, as Alexandra Lapierre aptly
notices at the beginning of her book.
The obvious merit of Fanny Stevenson: Entre passion et libene consists
precisely in trying (and managing, to a large extent) to free Fanny from
Louis, as it were. In spite of its title, the book is aiming at showing Fanny
not so much as a reflection or a reflector of Louis's life and work, as Fanny
Stevenson, but rather, and probably for the fIrst time, as an adventurous
nineteenth-century woman who led a life of her own. This is, indeed, a
biography of Fanny, not a concealed or indirect biography of Louis. In that
respect, Alexandra Lapierre excels at depicting Fanny beJore she met Louis,
a life full of travels, adventure and sufferings, from Virginia City, where
Samuel C. Osbourne abandoned her, to Fontainebleau where she saw Louis
for the first time (remember how, according to Lloyd, he chose the window
as a proper way of getting into the inn): witness the tell-tale map of Fanny
and Belle's wanderings around North and Central America from April to
June 1864, which took them from Indianapolis to Carson City via New
York, Aspinwall, Panama City and San Francisco, and during which they
used trains, ships, trains, ships again, and finally stage-coaches ... Alexandra Lapierre's depiction of Fanny during her pioneering years is itself very
vivid. In contrast, The Silverado Squatters gives the impression of a much
more sedate, stay-at-home kind of life, nor is Louis's Californian pneumonia
as impressive as little Hervey's illness, and untimely death.
Alexandra Lapierre's depiction is very vivid, then. Too vivid, sometimes. So vivid that it sounds hardly trusty, hardly true. The major defect
of this biography is that it hesitates between different literary genres. It is in
fact constituted of three kinds of styles, which correspond to three ways of
approaching somebody's life. The first one is, by defInition, the most reliable one: extracts from Fanny's correspondence. Even then, no justification
is given for this extraction, especially in the last years of Fanny's life with
Louis at Samoa, which is embarrassing as far as Our Samoan Adventure is
concerned (see Charles Neider's edition, New York, Harper & Brothers,
1955). The second one belongs to traditional biography: Alexandra Lapierre
assumes a neutral, detached kind of tone, and since she is well-informed (see
her Bibliographical Sources, pp. 571-81), the reader is still willing to follow
her there. The third one, unfortunately, belongs to romance, or rather, to
photo romance: Alexandra Lapierre, with much emphasis and empathy, tries
to reconstruct (from which sources?) Fanny's train of thoughts ... To give
one example, out of (too) many:
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Fanny, ce soir-Ia, n'entendait pas les murmures des deux jeunes fiUes. Allongee
tout habillee sur Ie patchwork du couvre-Ut, elle refl6chissait. Et ce qu'eUe
decouvrait la petrifiait de peur . . . "II est Ill.. . . II est la! . . . Ce devrait etre Ie
bonheur . . . Et je ne sens rien! Seche, je suls seehe! Je suis dure et m6chante:
Belle a raison ... J'ai la chance de conna'itre un homme qui m'aime assez pour
traverser Ie monde, et je n'en eprouve pas plus de joie? Un homme que j'admire,
un homme que je respecte ... L'etre Ie plus genereux, Ie plus courageux . , . Sa
famiUe J 'a desh6rite. A cause de mol. Et c'est ainsi que je I'accueille? II a voyage Ie jour, la nuit, il n'a pas pris Ie temps de dormir une fois dans un lit, il
arrive, malade, plein d'espoir, et je l'accueille ainsi! Moi!" Elle ne pouvait
bouger. Elle avait les pieds, les mains glares (p. 300).

That evening Fanny did not hear the murmurings of the two young girls.
Lying fully dressed on the patchwork quilt she was thinking. And what came to
her petrified her with fear ... "He is here ... He is here ... This should be my
happiness ... And yet I feel nothing! Dry, I am dry! I am hard and mean: Belle
is right ... I have the good fortune to know a man who loves me enough to cross
the whole world, and yet I feel no more joy than this? A man whom I admire, a
man whom I respect ... The most generous person, the most courageous ... His
family has disinherited him. Because of me. And yet I welcome him thus? He
has travelled day and night, he has not once taken time to sleep in a bed, he arrives, sick, full of hope, and I welcome him thus! Me!" She was unable to move.
Her feet, her hands, were as cold as ice.
(translation by GRR)

One would be tempted to say "poor girl" (after all, she is described here
as having cold hands and feet) if she were not so "dry," "bad" or "harsh"
toward him (understand Louis, who had travelled all that long to meet such a
cold shoulder): "bad girl" would then be more appropriate. This is, indeed
Alexandra Lapierre's style more often than not. Not only does this undermine the informative side of Fanny Stevenson, but it also tends to destroy
the passion et Liberti ("passion and freedom") aspect of the biography, since
far from appearing as a "free" modem woman (she died in 1915), as "soul
free" (RLS), she tends to be portrayed here as a conventional female whose
stream of consciousness carries along a bargeful of corny stories and cliches.
Alexandra Lapierre was not carried away by her subject, but rather away
from her subject, which is a real pity, knowing that such interesting (and, for
the most part, unchartered) material lay there. But how can Alexandra
Lapierre be trusted after having inserted so many fake, stereotyped bits of
dialogue, which sound like part of a poor screenplay or a bad (comic) movie:
"-Ce parfum, quel plaisir ... II n 'y a rien de plus vivant qu'un arbre!"
Fanny sourit. lis suivaient I'etroit chemin forestier.
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"-L'absence est un espace mortel dans une relation. Pourtant, je ne vous
ecrirai pas, dit-il . . . Les let Ires n'approfondissent pas l'intimite, elles sont inutiles entre gens qui se comprennent ... "
Gfmee, dIe I' interrompit:
"-Regardez ces clochettes, comme elles se dressent sur la mousse! ... Oh.
des fraises!" (p. 240).

"-This perfume, how delightful . . . There is nothing more lively than a
tree!"
Fanny smiled. They were following the narrow forest road.
"-Absence creates a mortal space in a relationship. However, I shall not
write to you," he said . . . "Letters do not make a relationship more profound,
they are unneeded between people who understand each other ... "
III at ease, she interrupted him:
"-Look at those blue bells, how they hold up their heads through the moss!
Oh see, strawberries!"
(translation by GRR)

Strawberries ... A major discovery, indeed. After having asked himself so many times "How does she know? ," the reader tends of course to distrust every word written by Alexandra Lapierre, so that only the photographs
included at the end of the book ring true. The result is that, in this centenary
year, he is tempted to return to the letter of Stevenson's works (which after
all, would be reasonable, if not advisable), or wait until a real biography of
Fanny is written, in which the biographer knows what he/she is writing
about.
JEAN-PIERRE NAUGRETTE

University of Paris X

Susanne Hagemann. Die Schottische Renaissance: Literatur und Nation im
20. lahrhunden. Frankfurt am Main, Bern, New York, Paris, Vienna:
Peter Lang. 1992. 346 pp. Scottish Studies, No. 13.
Critical assessments of the Scottish Renaissance movement that go beyond the scope of individual writers are still fairly rare. Susanne Hagemann's doctoral thesis, published by the Scottish Studies Centre of the University of Mainz at Germersheim, is therefore bound to prompt interest, particularly since it sets out to investigate the Scottish Renaissance as a "group
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phenomenon" (p. 5). Hagemann has subtitled her study "Literature and Nation in the Twentieth Century"; the book focuses, however, on "the first
wave" of the movement, i.e., attention is devoted mainly to the authors of
the twenties and thirties. Within these limits a truly encyclopedic overview
is presented to the reader. The bibliography (pp. 290-327) lists nearly a
thousand titles-an impressive basis for Hagemann's discussion of the objectives, achievements and failures of this influential group of writers.
The central aspects of this study are the political, linguistic and thematic
concerns of the Scottish Renaissance. Since Hagemann obviously has in
mind the German reader with only a scanty knowledge of Scottish literature,
she spreads out her material in full. She calls attention to imprecisions and
contradictions in the tenets of the Scottish writers and their critics without
trying to settle contested positions for the sake of smoothing her survey. The
difficulties start with the term "Scottish Renaissance," which, she claims, has
never been clearly defined and may indeed mean whatever a critic thinks fit
(p. 23). Similarly, she argues, the duration and the main characteristics of
the movement are subject to controversial interpretation so that it is not easy
to determine which authors belong to it.
Predictably, Hugh MacDiarmid emerges as the movement's spiritual
leader. His endeavors to review national history and redefme Scotland as an
independent political and cultural nation are duly mentioned, as is his aim of
"reintroducing Scots art into the European stream, which led him towards
internationalism, and finally his claim to universality on the basis of a distinct Scottish identity. The names of the supporters and challengers of MacDiarmid's positions flit across the pages, for although the Scottish Renaissance was not "of course" a mass movement (p. 26) there were plenty of
writers responding to his ideas one way or another, and Hagemann is eager
not to miss a single one. On p. 28, for example, she treats twenty-four publications on the idea of Scottish identity through Scottish history, with often
no more than half a sentence of comment per title. Rather than achieving the
desired effect of presenting a picture with a wide range of nuances, this tendency towards excessive cataloguing, which runs through the whole book,
occasionally suggests superficiality and makes it difficult for the reader to focus on the central issues.
Of the eighteen authors Hagemann singles out for closer examination
only eight, she claims, can be fully identified as Scottish Renaissance writers; these are Hugh MacDiarmid, Neil Gunn, William Soutar, Eric
Linklater, "Fionn MacCollal! (Tom MacDonald), Robert McLellan and, with
restrictions, Naomi Mitchison and James Barke (pp. 53-63). The reader
wonders what is achieved by such rigid classification, given the fact that the
main characteristics of the Scottish Renaissance are repeatedly said to be
vague or controversial and that, on the other hand, an author such as Lewis
It
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Grassic Gibbon is treated in the chapter on the movement's political views
alongside MacDiarmid and Barke as a writer of the extreme left and all in all
is given greater coverage than Soutar, Linklater or McLellan. Edwin Muir
and Compton Mackenzie (classed as representatives of the moderate left and
the "neutral center and moderate right" respectively) also appear prominently
in the discussion of the Scottish Renaissance's program, albeit as contrasting
figures. In the course of her study, she gradua11y abandons such distinctions,
and in her summary she reverts to Gibbon, Mackenzie and Muir rather than
the eight mainstream authors to review the diverse positions of the Renaissance movement (pp. 280-1).
Although Hagemann traces many links between individual tenets of the
Scottish writers and the political, social and cultural developments of the interwar period, she argues convincingly that on the whole the program of the
Renaissance movement is based on myths rather than facts. "Facts are gathered selectively and combined in a national vision" (p. 37). Thus the Caledonian Antisyzygy, the Gaelic idea, the condemnation of Calvinism as the
bane of Scottish culture are exposed as myths, as mental constructs (pp. 925). The central idea of Scottish linguistic nationalism, too, that Scots or
Gaelic are more akin to the Scottish psyche and serve the Scotsman's creative
impulse better than English pertains to the same category, although Hagemann quotes with approval Derrick McClure, who thinks that with regard to
speech-forms political and cultural attitudes are at least as important as linguistic data (p. 122).
MacDiarmid s experiments with Lallans and other varieties of English
are discussed in less than six pages (pp. 124-9), which is hardly enough to
expound his theoretical position, and of course leaves no room for detailed
analyses of his poetry. Some additional aspects are furnished in the comments on his followers Soutar, Jeffrey, Mackie and his opponent Muir; but
Hagemann's conclusion that many authors ofthe Scottish Renaissance linked
political nationalism and the advocacy of Scots and that MacDiarmid incontestably gave new impulses to Scottish poetry while his English verses found
no imitators (pp. 141-2) is rather disappointing, as it contains nothing new.
Even more superficial is the discussion of the use of Scots and English in
narrative prose, where only Lewis Grassic Gibbon receives sustained attention of some kind (pp. 145-48), while Naomi Mitchison and Eric Linklater
are given just over one page each and the rest of the writers are dropped as
quickly as they are mentioned. Hagemann also includes a section on Scottish
drama in her linguistic survey, in which she discusses Malloch, Corrie, Bridie and, somewhat more extensively, McLellan (pp. 153-9).
Many Renaissance writers paid lip service to Gaelic as the truly national
language of Scotland, but Hagemann proves that they had little or no knowledge of the language even though they sprinkled their novels with occasional
I
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Gaelic phrases or tried to imitate Gaelic syntax or speech rhythms. Only
three pages are dedicated to original Gaelic writers (Ruaraidh Erskine of
Marr and Sorley MacLean), which underlines Hagemann's point that the
actual significance of the language was marginal. Her study confirms the
central role of Scots, which she defines as a literary language without an
official status and without norms, as a group of ideolects allowing many
writers to develop a greater degree of creativity than in English (pp. 160,
179).
A long chapter is dedicated to Scotland as a central theme of Scottish
Renaissance writing. In spite of occasional truisms like "All the authors of
the Scottish Renaissance dealt with Scotland in at least some of their works"
(p. 188) and "The Scottish Renaissance occupied itself intensively with the
Scottish nation as such" (p. 195), and notwithstanding a growing tendency
towards mere cataloguing of authors and titles (see, for example, pp. 20810), it is in this chapter that Hagemann's thesis yields the most valuable insights into the ideology of the Scottish Renaissance. She traces the newly
developed definitions of the identity of the Scottish nation back to earlier
concepts such as the Celtic Twilight or the Kailyard tradition and discusses at
some length the efforts made by MacDiarmid and his contemporaries to replace the "postcard" notion of Scotland by a more truthful new image. The
claim made by both conservative and progressive writers of the Scottish
Renaissance that the Scottish character develops best in a rural community
rather than in the big cities has often been criticized as outdated; Hagemann
argues, however, that such criticism "insinuates that the aim of these authors
is a realistic representation of Scotland, while in fact it emerges again and
again, particularly in this field, how important it is for the Renaissance
movement to establish a Scottish myth, a Scottish idea" (p. 234). The same
applies to the treatment of Scottish history, where the emphasis on the
medieval wars of independence, the time of the Covenanters and the Highland Clearances obviously reflects anti-English, anti-Calvinistic and anti-capitalist attitudes.
The section on religion repeats and corroborates much of what has been
shown before. That Calvinism was seen by many Renaissance novelists as a
"demonic scapegoat" (Francis R. Hart's phrase, quoted p. 257) and that it
was generally held to be a "destructive influence" on Scottish culture which
"subverted the whole national psychology" (MacDiarmid, quoted pp. 260,
269) is demonstrated in great detail.
On the whole, Hagemann argues, the negative myths prevail but the
positive myths indicate what might have become of Scotland if history had
taken a more favorable course. Eliminating the negative influences (most of
which are blamed on England) is seen by the Renaissance authors as a possible way of reestablishing links with the country's glorious past and of pro-
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viding a basis for a future which would allow both Scotland as a nation and
each individual citizen to develop to the best of their abilities (pp. 275-6). In
the concluding chapter with the title "Rebirth?" Hagemann stresses that it is
not so much the Scottish nation that was "reborn" during the first two
decades of the Renaissance movement as the will to be a nation.
There is no "definitive" image of Scotland, she claims, for the Scottish
Renaissance was not a "one-man movement" depending on MacDiannid
alone, but was very diversified; "one can find characteristics in each of [the
Renaissance's] representatives that are not included in its definition or are
even explicitly excluded" (p. 280). Nevertheless the authors of the interwar
period held many convictions in common; and in view of the much more
loosely connected later generations of Scottish writers the Scottish Renaissance may retrospectively even appear as "a closed circle" ("ein
geschlossener Kreis, p. 286), although this is not what the main argument of
the book suggests.
Hagemann's thesis, with its wealth of infonnation, would have profited
from more careful editing. It is too repetitive, sometimes loses focus and is
not always precise enough in its diction. Following the lines suggested by
her subject matter, the author tends to see the aesthetic program of the Scottish Renaissance as a purely national growth, admitting at best non-English
parallels and influences. MacDiannid's links with English and European
modernism, for example, are not even given a thought in passing; the reference to the idea of Scotland as a "wasteland" ("ein wiistes Land," p. 195)
does not elicit any comment on possible connections with T. S. Eliot, and
when The Waste Land is eventually mentioned (p. 235) it is simply to state
that MacDiannid "was at home mainly in the country" while T. S. Eliot
"described experience in a metropolis."
However, Hagemann's thesis is a fonnidable jorschungsbericht of the
first two decades of the Scottish Renaissance that will remain unsmpassed for
some time. A detailed index makes it easy to use selectively; frequently interspersed summaries, which would have been even more useful if they had
been set off typographically, allow the reader to scan the chapters he is less
interested in, and a pleasant layout and careful proofreading help him concentrate on the worthwhile subject.
II

PETER ZENZINGER

Technische Universitat Berlin
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Bruce Beiderwell. Power and Punishment in Scott's Novels. Athens, Georgia: University of Georgia Press. 1992. xiii + 156 pp.
"Is the purpose of punishment deterrence or retribution?" This question,
applied to capital punishment even ten years ago, would have seemed largely
academic in nature. When featuring in a Preface perhaps written and certainly likely to be read on campuses close to prisons where the death penalty
is again inflicted, it might be said to have acquired a new edge. As Bruce
Beiderwell goes on to observe, "the perceived failure of the prison is now (in
the United States at least) turning attention back to the body of the criminal."
In Western Europe it is still possible to think in terms of a progressive
movement towards more humanitarian standards, or in Foucault's more trenchant analysis from the body to the "soul" of the criminal. Yet only a diminishing "liberal" free vote in the British Parliament supposedly holds back
popular majority support for restoration of the death penalty. And in both
countries films depicting instant and uncomplicated retribution have wide appeal while those with more complex plots (a recent instance is Clint Eastwood's Unforgiven) accumulate awards more easily than profits. TIrls is not
to suggest that Beiderwell' s study is opportunistic-the quotation above is
perhaps the only instance where the current situation is made obtrusive-but
one doubts whether its perceptions would have developed fully without the
current return to the body of the criminal, and it is difficult not to sense our
own re-opening a Pandora's box of ambivalent issues in its account of the
instability underlying both utilitarian and retributionist positions in Scott's
day.
At the same time, the subject of Scott and punishment hardly seemed to
me propitious initially-less so, say, than that of Dickens and crime, which
produced at least one seminal study back in the 1960s. Scott worked
throughout his adult life as a lawyer, but mostly in civil law; his professional
contact with criminal law being limited to relatively infrequent attendances as
Sheriff of Selkirkshire at the Circuit Court in Jedburgh. Noticeably Beiderwell has to search far and wide to find a handful of direct comments on capital punishment in Scott's non-fictional writing. The one which takes us
closest to a personal opinion is the Journal entry for 20 February 1828 which
advocates a significant reduction of the cases punishable by death but certain
execution for those remaining on the statute book. There is evidence to suggest that Scott watched the execution of the murderer Burke from a bookbinder's window in the Lawnmarket; but his letters after the event show no
trace of a private reaction, only dissatisfaction with the crowd for having disrupted the solemnity of the occasion. Not a hint can be found of the often
bungled hangings of serving girls, juvenile forgers and down-and-outs
recorded, in terms at once sentimental and graphic, in the pages of the Edin-
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burgh Weekly Journal. Professional lawyers, as Dickens himself was to
observe, are generally not in the front rank of those showing sensitivity about
the severities of the law.
It is a credit to the author's tenacity that he manages to prevail over the
seemingly intractable nature of his material in this respect. One of the
book's main strengths lies in its wide-ranging survey of changing attitudes to
criminal law, more particularly its perception of deep theoretical divisions
underlying attitudes to punishment in Regency Britain. Beiderwell traces
from Locke an increasing tendency in English legal theory to accept deterrence as the basic principle behind capital punishment. A similar strand is
also discerned in Scottish moral philosophy, supported by brief quotation
from Francis Hutcheson and Adam Ferguson, though in view of Scott's
training in the late Enlightenment this line could well have been pursued further. Beiderwell for instance apparently overlooks three debates at the Edinburgh Speculative Society, during the period of Scott's membership, where
punishment was the central issues: "Ought any crimes to be punished with
death?" (1793), "Is mercy incompatible with justice?" (1795, with Scott as
one of the tellers), and "Ought capital punishment to be allowed?" (1796).
At the same time, as Beiderwell notes, the statute book was filling up with
new capital offences, which as they extended were less likely to lead to conviction. Three contemporary responses (again English, rather than Scottish)
to the problem are identified: Martin Madan's insistence that the death
penalty should be exercised in the case of all convictions: William Paley's
defense of the status quo, as allowing the terror of death penalty to operate
while relatively few actually suffered death; and Sir Samuel Romilly's argument that laws perceived to be over severe are rarely carried out, and, when
executed, evoke public hostility. In expounding Paley's ideas, Beiderwell
unearths a number of elements that now seem bizarre in a thinker revered by
middle-of-the-road Englishmen (if Dugald Stewart is to be believed) as an
oracle-the idea that a wrongly executed person "may be considered as
falling for his country," as well as the speculation that murderers might usefully be thrown into a den of wild animals, "where they would perish in a
manner dreadful to the imagination, yet concealed from view." If by comparison Romilly's position, which Scott largely espoused, looks like sanity itself, it too was not without its own inner problems: that for example of
ascertaining which offences are "severe" enough to warrant death, or (from a
utilitarian viewpoint) the difficulty of gauging public reactions.
As Beiderwell shows, Romilly's programme for legislative reform came
in the public view at much the same time as Waverley (1814), whose own
treatment of treason as a capital offense might be said to follow the main
Romilly guidelines. Fergus Mac-Ivor stirs up rebellion, fully apprised of
what is at stake, and is unrepentant after its failure. Waverley on the other
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hand, inexperienced and impressionable, falls victim to accident and false
impressions, and his execution would serve no useful purpose. In the text,
the sensible (utilitarian) view is enunciated by Colonel Talbot, who perceives
that Waverley poses no future threat to the government. In Beiderwell's
analysis, however, this formula is unsettled from an early point by more ambiguous situations and comparison. When Waverley is interrogated by the
"severe" but fair Major Melville, circumstantial evidence points unerringly to
his guilt and imminent execution: a situation, as Beiderwell astutely observes, momentarily placing Scott's hero in an equivalent position to the victims in the "Jacobin" fiction of Godwin. Nor, as he wryly adds, does
Waverley exhibit any of the patriotic leanings of Paley's ideal falsely-condemned citizen. Beiderwell also joins a number of critics in sensing a
groundswell of sympathy for Fergus after the failure of the uprising, and an
inability to justify (or even face) the circumstances of his execution. Even
on "utilitarian" grounds the latter risks eliciting feelings contrary to the formal message of "terror" that it is meant to convey. And though hidden from
the reader, rather like Paley's den of lions, the idea of hanging, drawing and
quartering lingers in the mind, inviting questions about a society where such
barbaric methods can coexist with the "liberal" calculations of Talbot.
Neither, as Beiderwell suggests, is this just a case of "sixty years since": as
late as 1832 the body of a criminal was left hanging in chains, and the contradictions in Talbot's ethic match the ambivalences of advanced thinking in
Scott's day. Here it is necessary, I believe, to make two provisos. At least
part of our sense of the unfairness of the Carlisle sentences stems, surely,
from an awareness of cultural difference: neither Fergus, through his support of the Stuarts, nor Evan Dhu as loyal clansman, can be figured as Lockeian citizens who have voluntarily placed themselves within the compass of
the Hanoverian noose--Evan Dhu addresses the "Saxon gentlemen" in Court
as members of another tribe. Secondly, there is perhaps a danger of exaggerating Scott's revulsion at the penalty for High Treason: "the death of
infamy and guilt" were the words he used later, in a letter of 27 April 1821,
in alluding to the recent execution (involving decapitation) of Arthur
Thistlewood. Writing of the '45 in Tales of a Grandfather Scott criticized
the extension of punishment to "simple and ignorant followers, who came out
in ignorance of the laws of the civilized part of the nation," yet even this is
seen as understandable in the light of a rebellion which had inspired
"universal terror." Here could lie one of Waverley's most telling (and unambiguous) points: that civil war invariably leads to excesses in retribution,
and offers the worst of all possible worlds.
Old Mortality-the first of three further "realistic" novels examined in
detail-encourages a more "historicist" slant, though with mixed results.
Beiderwell is not the first to notice that Morton holds Lockeian ideas before
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Locke; though his commentary on Claverhouse's monarchism (devoid of any
sense of government's role as a servant to the people) and Burley's theocracy
(incapable of realizing the law as an external, objective force) places the
novel's extremisms under a well-directed light. With Rob Roy and the Hean
of Mid-Lothian the book returns to post-1689 complexities. The conjunction
of clan society and incipient commercialism in the former is usefully viewed
in terms of the Scottish philosophical historians' analysis of the advantages
and disadvantages of "rude" and "refined" states of society, not least the perception of Ferguson and others that the umbrella provided by law can have a
debilitating effect on behavior. Helen MacGregor's act of vengeance is barbarous, yet decisive, and in a sense just; the guilt of her victim, Morris, is
peculiar to an advanced state of society, and almost impossible to expose
through the cumbersome machinery of law. illtimately, though, Beiderwell
points to a more disconcerting overlap of the two codes, with Frank Osbaldistone finding "security" as a result of two acts of violence (Morris's murder,
and the assassination of Rashleigh), a trail which then leads (in Beiderwell's
analysis) to the burgeoning Abbotsford and Scott's title-page motto about the
twin polarities of "taking" and "keeping." The focus on criminal law tends
to steady with analysis of four executions in the Hean of Mid-Lothian, two
of which are legal (the execution of Wilson the smuggler, and Meg Murdockson for her part in robbery) and two of which occur outside the law (the
lynching of Porteous, and Madge Wildfrre's ducking as a "witch"). In all
these instances, "utilitarian" and "retributionist" justifications are seen to be
riddled with contradictions. Wilson's severe sentence, motivated on the part
of the authorities by a desire to eradicate smuggling, has the counter effect of
engaging public sympathy; Porteous's lynching, ostensibly a retributive act
negating the injustice of his reprieve, is vitiated by a mixture of passion, prejudice, and concealed motive (Robertson's desire to free Effie) and leaves
behind the most horrifying picture in Scott of death by strangulation. What
is arguably Beiderwell's most useful insight develops from the two pardons
in the novel-Porteous's and Effie's-both of which are influenced by
political (the state of the Union) and indeed personal consideration. More
than once Scott expressed the view that law was "coeval" with social development, and it is surprising more was not made of the Ashestiel Memoirs'
account of the "fabric of Law" as expounded in the Scots Law classes of
Baron David Hume, "broken in upon by the change of times, of habits and of
manners."
According to Beiderwell, this view of the law as a complex social phenomenon disappears with the shift to "romance" initiated by Ivanhoe (1820).
In both this novel and The Talisman (1825) wrongs are revealed and punished by the hero's lance; villains either self-destruct or are eliminated with
surgical efficiency; even the guiltless show a Paleyesque willingness to die.
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While much of this is convincing at a local level, the narrowness of the sample begs two important questions about Scott's writing in the 1820s. First,
granting for the moment Beiderwell's thesis, why should Scott forsake (or
lose touch with) the complexity of his earlier "Scottish / realistic" novels so
completely? Secondly, are the two most "medieval" of the later Waverley
novels suitably representative, when one thinks of potentially less malleable
fictions such as Woodstock and St Ronan's Well? Here Beiderwell provides
an answer of sorts, by claiming Redgauntlet for the romances, largely on the
grounds that the clarity of the medieval novels is reproduced in the authority
exercised by George ill, which allows General Campbell almost talismanic
power in dismissing the Jacobites. Beiderwell evidently sees this as a
"fiction" on Scott's part, partly buoyed up by a brief economic revival, but
in view of the government's more endemic difficulties essentially escapist in
tendency. Yet Scott's "nostalgia" for Georgian Britain was founded on his
memories of the Scotland of his early manhood, administered by the Dundasses through a web of personal relationships and with the support of the
Edinburgh legal establishment, a combination which signified stability to the
Tories and corruption to a fairly narrow Whig opposition. For Scott it had
palpably existed, just as "to govern with mildness," through the firmness of
an accepted law, remains as an attainable goal in his Journal entry of February 1828. With hindsight it is possible to point to undercurrents which
would make this untenable in any form recognizable to Scott; and cynicism
and despair at our own modem situation might seem to have since rendered it
a hopeless ideal. Nevertheless it is worth considering whether some of the
instabilities judged by Beiderwell to be inherent in the Waverley Novels are
not more usefully interpreted as contingent on the periods in which individual
titles are set.
In a "Postscript on the Prison," Beiderwell briefly attempts to stretch his
Foucaultian model by speculating ways in which the novel as an imaginative
construct might have helped shape concrete institutional realities. This is difficult ground, and commentary for the most part is limited to interesting suggestions as to why the prison (a mainspring in Jacobin fictions) forms such an
insignificant part in the Waverley novels. Mostly Beiderwell opts for what is
modestly called a "narrower analysis," and as a whole the study follows a
main line of Scott criticism running from Alexander Welsh's Hero of the
Waverley Novels in the 1960s. In some cases, it might have benefited from a
more focused attention to the specifics of Scott's Scottish legal inheritance;
and, while Beiderwell dutifully grapples with the issues of current Scott criticism, this is often delegated to footnotes which sometimes have rather a
leaden effect. Some keyboard inaccuracies should also have been ironed out:
"Henry Bertrum" (p. 54) in Guy Mannering; "the Scot's [sic] animosity
toward the English" (p. 70), and at least one "Waverly [sic] hero" (p. 102).
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Yet this study has all the marks of a good first book, makes a significant
contribution, and deserves to take its place with other central works on Scott
reading lists.
PETER GARSIDE

University of Wales, Cardiff

D. J. Trela. A History of Carlyle's "Oliver Cromwell's Letters and
Speeches." Lewiston/QueenstoniLampeter: The Edwin Mellen Press. 1992.
x + 206 pp.
"Partisanship is the spice of history," says D. J. Trela, "the facts its staple ingredients" (p. 120). Insofar as Thomas Carlyle is concerned, this gastronomical observation could not be more accurate. From his first essay to
his last book, Carlyle teaches us that history is made up of innumerable
biographies, often divinely inspired. "All History . . . is an inarticulate
Bible ... a message out of Heaven" (p. 73), Carlyle observes from the pulpit of the Latter-Day Pamphlets. And, as long as there is history, there will
be historians sacrificing the legion of fact in order to approach the dome of
prophecy. As Trela sees it, Carlyle was a poet first and an editor second.
With the former he was forever comfortable; with the latter he fought incessantly. Seeing the poet in Carlyle'S prose is not new, and seeing the
prophetic poet in Carlyle's histories is as old as Ralph Waldo Emerson, who
saw Carlyle as a type of Homer, and John Stuart Mill, who saw Carlyle as
the interpreter of the newest apocalypse. Yet Trela thinks that Oliver
Cromwell's Letters and Speeches. With Elucidations is special, distinct,
apart, and claims it a "'masterpiece'" (p. 127), in spite of its profoundly
misleading title, via the venerable if not venerated H. D. Traill. Just how
Carlyle unites the words "master" and "piece" is the very fabric of Trela's
own verse.
Let us acknowledge from the outset that Trela's History is a scholar's
book. For one thing, it is impregnated with citations; for another, it uses
that special language of knowing that is found only in such books. Trela
knows. He knows more than anyone about a subject that has too long escaped attention. Trela is like a trained historian who examines the warp and
the woof of a hitherto ignored epic. Carlyle's history is just that, an epic
structured to ennoble heroism. He senses what Carlyle sensed: "Cromwell
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was a dumb man of genius" (p. 4), the ideal stuff of heroes, especially those
who confound eternity by wearing diverse masks and by playing diverse
roles. Carlyle venerated Cromwell; Trela venerates Carlyle. Carlyle is to
Trela what Cromwell was to Carlyle, a hero. In these days of post-modern
theoretical nonsenses, there is something refreshing about such adoration.
Heroes are integral to the confluence of Carlyle's Romantic visions, a fact
Trela deals with sensitively and expertly. We need scholars like Trela who
are willing to labor to mend the walls of history rather than revisionists who
seek to destroy them.
Trela's History builds. It takes us from the moment of inception and
carries us to the moment of conclusion. We feel uplifted at the end. Because of Trela's unrelenting attention to detail, we are able to free ourselves
from the burden of factual history and enter into the world of Carlyle's metahistory. To Trela, the value of a history rests in its style, not its content.
Consider, for example, this startling assertion: "When histories have been
around long enough, their accuracy ceases to be an issue, provided they are
enjoyable or otherwise rewarding to read" (p. 127). Yet Trela concedes that
Carlyle is "in many important respects a bad historian" (p. 65). Carlyle's
histories, he laments on numerous occasions, are inaccurate, incomplete, if
not inchoate. Carlyle "invariably" (p. 54) misquotes; he "regularly" (p. 59)
fails to acknowledge informants and information; and "certainly" (p. 64) his
memory, note-taking, and methods of research are shoddy. As such
indictments unfold, we begin to wonder just what good graces Carlyle has
left. After all, if he does not acknowledge his sources (Trela hints deliberately), if he does not leave London to do research (Trela hints sloth), and if
he does not take even elemental care in recording notes (Trela hints disinterest), then exactly just what good is Carlyle, either as an historian or a
thinker, if there is a difference?
Trela sets us up. We become angry at Carlyle for recklessness, and we
become angry with Trela for pointing it out. Why should we read Oliver
Cromwell; indeed, why should we read A History of Oliver Cromwell if all
there is to learn is that Carlyle eschewed fact to embrace myth? The answer
is in the question, and has a great deal to do with discourse theory. Carlyle
the Poet (fanciful interpreter) is deliberately at odds with Carlyle the Editor
(fact purveyor), particularly when it is necessary to implement his multidimensional meta-narratives, often hidden in the guise of fictionalized narrators like Dryasdusts and Sauerteigs. As Trela recounts, Carlyle is many
things, but predictable he is not. He races through and over history with a
thunderous cacophony of sound heretofore left only to prophets. His subject
is not the physical Oliver Cromwell, only a Gradgrindian historian would
hold him to such temporal responsibilities. His subject is the cosmos, the
cosmos of eternity. His "real purpose was to reveal a hero" (p. 65), says
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Trela. Dare we add, "to reveal God"? Physical Oliver is the vehicle; spiritual Oliver is the end. Carlyle enjoyed higher inspirations; Carlyle created,
in Trela's words, a "cosmic vision" (p. 129). It is what so many among us
have missed so often about Carlyle: he is not one of us. His visions are of a
higher order. As Trela concludes, Car1yle's interest was in revealing a
"cosmic truth" (p. 149). In such a refined world, little attention can be given
to the realities of the historical marketplace. The true grit of Carlyle's
method is to challenge method, to lay bare the now accepted Trollopian notion that books are manufactured on trains, not inspired from Heaven.
Trela's History is in the order of inspiration. Countless hours of research, thinking, and writing have gone into it. It is a product of an august
institution, the University of Edinburgh, and it is constructed in that fashion.
There is little doubt that Trela has read every manuscript and manuscript
fragment, mostly the latter, in preparation for this study. He has the mind of
an antiquarian of uncompromising efficiency. He is willing to dispute and to
hold accountable the very Apollos of the discipline. No one is immune.
Trela often breathes the fires of passion, much like his idol once breathed
them. The difference is Trela documents his research, while Carlyle created
his. Carlyle is "organic" (p. 100); Trela is systematic, even though he does
on occasion leave us hanging on the precipice of desire. For example, we
want to know, we would love to know, more about James Spedding's claim
that Carlyle was "'adding his commentary as he revised the proofs!!' (p. 90).
How was it possible for Carlyle to add massive amounts of commentary
while revising proofs? Surely such a practice would have driven even the
vaunted printer Robson to distraction. Also, we would like more discussion
of the seemingly conflicting claims that "While on the face of it there is little
difference between [Carlyle's] method and modern scholarly editing ... " (p.
76), and the retraction, "By modern scholarly standards [Carlyle] was a poor
editor" (p. 92). Or, more bluntly, why should Carlyle be held to modern
standards, whatever they might be? Who cares that latter-day historians proclaim Carlyle's inattention(s). As we have already established, it was not
Carlyle s intention to be attentive to the details of text or of history.
Trela, on the other hand, is a genius when it comes to detaiL What
Carlyle ignored Trela records. Nothing misses his scrupulous eye. A History unfolds as it should unfold. It begins at the beginning, as Byron demands. We are led from chapter to chapter, from Carlyle's early discovery
of Cromwell, through the endless research, past the trials of writing, to arrive at the heritage of multiple editions. Trela leaves no factual stone
unturned. In quote after quote, passage after passage, letter after letter,
Trela moves forward in a style not unpleasing. His subject is immense and
fraught with possible boredom. Yet Trela handles the immensity and confronts the potential boredom with the eye of a scholar intent upon recording
I
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the fragments of history. To be sure, there are stylistic and judgmental
lapses on occasion. His linguistic aptitude is occasionally occluded, as when
he tells us about Carlyle's "dreadful unfinished novel" Wotton Reinfred (p.
2); or when his own weariness shows when he pauses "To tell the truth,
Carlyle was weary . . ." (p. 3); or when he groans that Carlyle first
"groaned" to Emerson and then "groaned" (p. 40) to himself. Trela's style is
conversational. "It is rather hard for us to realize" (p. 43), he says at one
point, and "I tried to put myself in Carlyle's place," he says at another.
Trela's History is full of such "pearls of the orient," as Carlyle once called
them.
The only descendental feature of Trela's History is that it is a product of
The Mellen Press, which inevitably leads to bizarre idiosyncrasies like
spelling Teufelsdrockh Teufelsdroeckh, " apparently to avoid the umlaut.
What Trela's book needs is the careful hand of an editor who would catch all
the inconsistencies in style and slips of the pen. For example, "Kresge
Library" (p. 188) should be McHenry Library, and "Clyde deLoach Ryals"
(p. 190) should be Clyde de L Ryals. Also, one of the very important
Cromwell texts, The Squire Papers (1849), is missing from his bibliography.
Further, Trela's confusion in his elucidation of editions of Oliver Cromwell
over what separates an edition from a printing is not helpful. We want to
know exactly how each edition is different. Also, the notes and the bibliography mix styles. Trela's hard work deserves better; and certainly it deserved a university press editor. In the end, however, we must overlook
such editorial lapses. After all, who among us could have done better on the
subject? Trela s History is a significant contribution to Carlyle studies.
And, as he rightly concludes, "The student of Cromwell could do worse in
studying Carlyle; the student of Carlyle could scarcely do better than to study
Cromwell" (p. 183). To this eloquence I would like to add, "The student of
both could not do better than to digest Trela's satisfying history of history. "
II
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Johnson and Boswell in Scotland: A Journey to the Hebrides. Ed. Pat
Rogers. New Haven and London: Yale University Press. 1993. xxii +
330 pp.
To publish Johnson's Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland (1774)
and Boswell's Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides (1786) in a single volume is
not entirely a new idea, for it was put into practice by R. W. Chapman in
1924 and by Peter Levi in a Penguin edition in 1984. But now Pat Rogers
has carried this plan a step further with considerable ingenuity and imagination.
In presenting the Johnson and Boswell texts on facing pages, spaced
where possible to reveal parallels, Rogers provides a fascinating example of
dialogism in its most literal sense. Even more than in the Life of Johnson,
the voices of the two writers are played off against each other, revealing
shared or divergent interests and opinions. Since the Journey to the West Islands is much shorter than Boswell's Tour, Rogers has fleshed out Johnson's
descriptions with excerpts from his letters to Mrs. Thrale, has cut some of
Boswell's text, and has added numerous illustrations.
What, one may ask, are the advantages of this "stereoscopic" presentation (p. ix)? Certainly it confirms the generally held view of both writers
while emphasizing their differences. It shows Johnson being detached and
informative, Boswell more subjective and concerned with psychology; as
Rogers suggests in his introduction, Johnson reports on Scotland and Boswell
reports on Johnson (p. x). Also confirmed to some extent is Johnson's interest in the general and universal, Boswell's in particular details. These differences are frequently displayed, even in such a minor way as when Boswell
reports the loss of Johnson's spurs in the water and later of his oaken stick on
land, whereas Johnson does not mention such personalia, or in a more major
way when Boswell records his dismay at having offended Johnson by riding
ahead whereas Johnson in the corresponding passage impersonally discusses
how living in remote mountain areas preserves the power of the highland
chiefs.
Seeing the two travel books side by side makes one aware of the obvious
similarities as well. Many of the places described were new to both participants, for Boswell no more than Johnson had been to the Hebrides, and both
were eager to set down what they had learned about a culture more primitive
than their own. Both show their social consciences, recognizing the prevailing poverty among the simple people they meet and deploring the emigration
to which so many are driven. More importantly still, both are determined to
separate legend from fact-Johnson with his concern for the truth, Boswell
with his lawyer's concern for evidence. Not only do both pursue the ques-
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tion of whether written documents exist in Erse-important for the Macpherson-Ossian controversy that is echoed in their pages-but Johnson also repeatedly displays his irritation with informants who insist they know something and then, when challenged, cannot support their assertions.
More interesting still in seeing both texts together is the unexpected reversal in the relationship between Boswell and Johnson as one knows it from
the Life. In that volume, Boswell asks the questions and Johnson gives his
pithy answers; here Boswell seems to dominate, chiefly because his account
is fuller and more vivid than Johnson's. It is Boswell, already practising the
techniques that enrich the Life, who provides the snatches of conversation,
the "Flemish pictures," and the famous scenes which one associates with the
Scottish journeys: the meeting with Flora Macdonald and Johnson's spending the night in the bed in which Prince Charles Edward once slept; the surge
of piety as the travelers come to the sacred ground of Iona, where Christianity was introduced to Britain; and the great storm which reduces Boswell to
clinging to the ship's ropes in agitation while Johnson remains stoically below deck, warming a greyhound at his back.
Still, in his own way Johnson, too, emerges strongly in the context of
these companion pieces. In his Journey he shows himself as a keen and
thoughtful observer of everything from geography and animal life to the
Scottish universities, manners of the women, and effects of the post-Culloden
laws on the highlanders. Contrary to expectations, he does not ignore details
when he comments on the lack of trees, the uses of kelp, the treatment of
peat for fuel, the behavior of beggars on the road from St. Andrews, and the
local people's habit of going barefoot. Better still, some of his philosophical
reflections are more impressive in his own words than when recounted by
Boswell. When Johnson writes "Whatever withdraws us from the power of
our senses; whatever makes the past, the distant, or the future predominate
over the present, advances us in the dignity of thinking beings" (p. 267), he
eveals his own lofty ideas as well as paying tribute to the monks who brought
knowledge and religion to lana.
Johnson's letters to Mrs. Thrale add an interesting further dimension because they were written during the actual travels and so stand in the same
relation to Johnson's published book as Boswell's journal does to his Tour.
Many of the letters foreshadow and so reinforce the descriptions of the Journey. Some also exhibit Johnson's thinking at its most characteristic, as when
he refuses to embellish his experiences for Mrs. Thrale's benefit but reflects
soberly: "The use of travelling is to regulate imagination by reality, and instead of thinking how things may be, to see them as they are" (15-21 Sept.,
p. 147). We can be grateful to Rogers for including these letters, not usually
read in conjunction with Johnson's book.
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Yet for all its advantages, this edition is not without its problems. For
Rogers has placed the two main texts in a Procrustean bed by trying to present them as parallels. Perhaps inevitably, the chronology becomes confusing, as when facing pages show Boswell's record of 2 September and Johnson's letter to Hester Thrale on 15-21 September (pp. 90-91) but then, a little
later, show both accounts dated 6 September (pp. 106-107). Equally confusing, at least for the common reader, is the lack of clarification of place
names, notably Icolmkill and lona (pp. 266-8), which are not properly identified or related. More seriously, some important passages of Boswell's have
been cut, particularly the Jacobite material related to Prince Charles Edward's flight. Apparently the editor wished to avoid disrupting the narrative
of the parallel journeys, but such truncating impoverishes Boswell's Tour.
One must bear in mind, however, that this does not pretend to be a comprehensive scholarly edition.
Not only are some liberties taken with
Boswell's text (the cuts are acknowledged in side notes), but explanatory
footnotes are deliberately avoided. The introduction is very brief. Still, it is
also infornlative, giving just enough biographical background to be helpful to
general readers but leaving value judgments aside. And Rogers' suggestion,
expressed here, that Johnson and Boswell embarked on a "grand Detour" is a
witty way of emphasizing that their travels were unusual-quite different
from the Grand Tour to France and Italy iliat was fashionable in ilieir time.
Roger's volume also represents a "detour" for Yale University Press,
which publishes the Works of Johnson and distributes the Yale Editions of
the Private Papers of James Boswell, now published by Edinburgh University
Press. Yale U.P. is to be congratulated for supplementing these with such a
handsome book, notable for its wealth of illustrations. The well-known
satiric prints of Johnson and Boswell as odd couple are, of course, included;
added to them are fresh and haunting images such as the gaunt, starving fig
ure representing Scotland in an English propaganda piece of 1763 (p. 86),
counterbalanced by the weaver's cottage (p. 72) suggesting poverty in a relatively cosy family scene. Portraits, landscapes, and maps abound. Although
a few scholars have objected to the presentation of Johnson and Boswell in
what they consider a mere "coffee-table" book, many readers familiar with
the Journey and the Tour will take pleasure in finding them republished in
such a generous format, and new readers may be inspired to acquaint themselves with these lively travel books.
K. DANZIGER
Hunter College and the Graduate School
of the City University of New York
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Hugh MacDiarmid: An Ethibition Celebrating the Centenary oj his Birth.
With Introd., by Alan Bold, and a Preface by Timothy Murray. Newark,
DE: University of Delaware Library. 1992. 33 pp.
Hugh MacDiarmid: The Thorn on Scotland's Rose. Comp., with Introd.,
by Roger Mortimer, and a Preface by G. Ross Roy. Columbia, SC:
Thomas Cooper Library, University of South Carolina. 1993. 8 leaves.
Dept. of Special Collections Catalogue Series, No.9.
The primary purpose of an exhibition catalogue, of course, is to serve as
a descriptive guide to the exhibition it records, but when the exhibition contains interesting and sometimes unique items and the annotations are well
written and informative the catalogue may fulfill a larger function as a contribution to bibliography. Both of the catalogues under review record exhibitions held in 1992 in American university libraries to mark the centenary of
the birth of Christopher Murray Grieve, known in the literary world as Hugh
MacDiarmid, the pseudonym he adopted in 1922-a gratifying sign of the
wider interest now taken in the poet and his work. The two exhibitions
were very different in size; the Hugh M. Morris Library Special Collections
Department of the University of Delaware Library showed 127 items for
three months from August 13 (the poet's birthday is August 11) to December
18, 1992; at the Thomas Cooper Library of the University of South Carolina
62 listed items were on show from Spring 1992 to Fall 1993-but there is so
much in both catalogues to interest the literary student and the bibliographer
that there is no need to discuss them comparatively.
The South Carolina exhibit drew heavily on the MacDiarmid collection
of Professor G. Ross Roy, to whom and to his wife, Lucie, the catalogue is
dedicated, and it included a number of books inscribed for him by the poet.
There are also a number of unique association copies, one (The Islands oj
Scotland) inscribed for the poet's mother-in-law: "From Valda and 'Hugh
MacDiarmid' with love to Mother and all at 28 King St, Bude. Whalsay,
Shetland Islands, July 1939."
The catalogue usefully juxtaposes related items, placing MacDiarmid's
essay on Francis George Scott (1955) beside A Drunk Man Looks at the
Thistle (1926), which was dedicated to Scott, and listing Grieve's Albyn, or
Scotland and the Future (1927), his contribution to the Today and Tomorrow
series, immediately after George Malcolm Thomson's Caledonia, or the Future oJthe Scots, to which Grieve's book was in some respects a reply.
The impressive front cover reproduces the portrait of MacDiarmid drawn
in 1945 as an election poster, which must surely be one of the rare treasures
in Ross Roy's personal collection. Such ephemera are not usually recorded
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in bibliographies and would never be seen by a wider public without the patient and informed pertinacity of enthusiastic collectors and interested librarians, and both exhibitions included fascinating material that might easily have
been lost.
Notably, the South Carolina catalogue includes two items by MacDiarmid's wife, Valda, whose encouragement and support of her husband
were unfailing.
The Delaware exhibition and catalogue have a particular interest for
MacDiarmid scholars in the strength of the library's collection of autograph
MSS. Some of these are of familiar poems readily found in print; others remain unpublished, such as the poem "Unfathered through Divorce," written
for his daughter Christine at the time of the breakdown of MacDiarmid's first
marriage. There is also the autograph MS. of a proposed collection, "Alone
with the Alone." The collection as such was never published, but the title
MacDiarmid gave it obviously haunted him and lingered in his memory. The
constantly growing but never completed epic of his Shetland years and after
was at one time known as Mature An, and in the part of it published in 1955
as In Memoriam James Joyce there is a passage that links the two titles:
Vanish all the complications of human life
Before the exultant note of universal joy.
The Mature Art-alone with the Alone.

And much nearer in date to the Delaware MS. the words recur, in Scots, in a
poem published in Scots Unbound, as "alane wi' the alane."
As in the South Carolina exhibition, related items are juxtaposed: Francis George Scott's setting of "Moonstruck" (from Sangschaw) follows the
four editions exhibited of A Drunk Man, since "Scott assisted MacDiarmid
with editing [the poem] into its final published form"; and some of the library's valuable collection of Sydney Goodsir Smith's papers are shown beside MacDiarmid's tribute to one of his closest friends.
The catalogue has an excellent introduction by Alan Bold, MacDiarmid's
biographer, and an essay by Timothy Murray, head of the Library's Special
Collections Department.
Both exhibitions included some of the handsome editions of MacDiarmid
printed in Verona for Kulgin Duval and Colin Hamilton, indeed Delaware
has four, including the rare personal selection of MacDiarmid's lyric poetry
that the publishers had printed in celebration of his eighty-fifth birthday in
1977. The South Carolina Catalogue quotes from a Glasgow University Library newsletter the note that the Officina Bodoni printing of The Kind of
Poetry I Want is "the most attractive book in the [library's] collection."
Both catalogues record the Verona edition of MacDiarmid's Direadh
poems, which brought together for the first time the three long poems, the
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first of them originally published in MacDiannid's quarterly, The Voice of
Scotland, in December 1938. It is sad but true that even "the finest pressman the world has ever seen or is likely to see" could not exorcise the
unfortunately careless gremlin that omitted a line of the poem. There is a
line missing on p. 30, between lines 11 and 12 as printed, as the curious
reader can confinn by making a comparison with the text in Lucky Poet (p.
265) or the Grieve-Aitken edition (p. 1177).
Of other unpublished MS. material in the Delaware collection there is an
intriguing "draft synopsis in MacDiannid's hand for a proposed book on
drinks and drinking." This four-page MS., "Here's How," is undated but
belongs, we are told, to a series of book proposals from MacDiarmid's time
with the Unicorn Press in the early 1930s. I have no doubt at all that this
proposed book eventually appeared from the Unicorn Press in 1933, as The
True Drunkard's Delight, by William Juniper. MacDiarmid spoke to me
about this book during my first visit to Whalsay in July 1937, and I see I got
my copy of the book immediately thereafter, in August 1937. I have no idea
who William Juniper might be-the name sounds like a pseudonym, and the
B. M. Catalogue shows nothing else by that author. I gathered that neither
MacDiarmid nor Christopher Grieve was the sole compiler, but MacDiannid
was certainly involved in the publication and took some pride in it. In his
introduction, II A Preface or possibly A Dedication, II William Juniper considers a short list of eight possible candidates for the signal honor of a particular
dedication. The list begins with "Christopher G---. "
Charles Lamb, who could read any thing which he called a book, might
well have placed exhibition catalogues beside court calendars, directories,
scientific treatises and almanacs in his list of books which are no books and
are therefore unreadable, but I have found interesting and even exciting
reading in the two catalogues sent me for review.
W. R. AITKEN
Dunblane

Robert L. Kindrick. Henryson and the Medieval Am of Rhetoric. New
York and London: Garland Publishing. 1993. xiii + 345 pp. Garland
Studies in Medieval Literature, Vol. 8.
This is the frrst book-length study of Henryson's poetry to appear in over
a decade and the author, Robert Kindrick, sets out to move beyond the more
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general approaches to the Middle Scots makar taken in most previous studies,
including his own (Robert Henryson, 1979), to a quite specific focus on Henryson s use of the major medieval rhetorical traditions. While his deliberately brief account in the book's first chapter of Henryson's uncertain biography prepares the ground by reviewing the evidence for the poet's university
education, his profession of grammar school teacher, and his probable career
as a notary public in Dunfermline, in all of which roles he would have acquired knowledge of medieval rhetoric, Kindrick relies mostly on the poems
themselves to argue that "the ful1 range of Henryson's rhetorical accomplishment can only be understood by viewing his verse through the prism of
medieval traditions with an awareness of developing Renaissance ideas."
Few will take issue with this view; the difficulty, of which Kindrick is well
aware, is that in the absence of any evidence for Henry son 's knowledge of
particular rhetoricians, or sources, most of his arguments must depend on
drawing parallels rather than on proving influences.
The book's title, Henryson and the Medieval Arts of Rhetoric, carefully
avoids predicating the precise nature of the relationship between its two
parts, and indeed the author points out that his study is intended to be suggestive rather than definitive. Consequently, the book's main chapters, II,
ill and IV, explore Henryson's possible use of the ars poetriae, the ars dielaminis, and the ars praedicandi respectively, although the final chapter on
"Henryson, Quintillian, and the Renaissance" seeks to make a case for the
specific influence on the Scottish poet of the Instilutio oratoria, the complete
text of which was rediscovered by Poggio Bracciolini in 1416. In all the
chapters, sub-headings direct the reader to aspects of Henry son 's poetry
which Kindrick argues reflect awareness of rhetorical teaching, for example
"Henryson's Politics and the Ars Dielaminis, "Henryson' s Poetic Craft and
the Ars Dietaminis" and "Henryson and the Poetic Form of Dictamen" in the
third chapter on "Henryson and the Ars dielaminis," although these do not
always quite deliver what they seem to promise. The evidence for John of
Garland's possible influence on Henryson, for instance, is so slight as to call
into question the grounds for subtitling one section Henry son and John of
Garland."
Kindrick's central thesis, however, that Henryson's poems "reflect the
didacticism of the ars praedicandi, the political interests of the ars diclaminis, and the practical aesthetics of the ars poetriae" is well illustrated. He
also discovers evidence of notarial rhetoric in Henryson' s verse and since the
University of Bologna excelled in this branch of the ars dictaminis, Kindrick
finds support for R. D. S. Jack's earlier suggestion that Henryson studied
law there.
Henryson' s conciseness has long been recognized as a distinguishing
characteristic of his poetry, especially notable in his creative adaptations of
I

If

If
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his auctoritates, including Chaucer and the various sources identified only as
"Esope" in his Morall Fabillis. Kindrick re-examines the relationship between "The Cock and the Fox" and Chaucer's "Nun's Priest's Tale" in tenns
of Henryson' s use of the techniques of abbreviation recommended by the ars
poetriae, and fmds evidence that the poet was familiar with the tradition embodied in Geoffrey of Vinsauf's Poetria nova, while "The Two Mice," on
the other hand, serves to illustrate that Henryson also used every technique in
Geoffrey's inventory for amplification in this tale.
In his chapter on Henryson and the ars dictaminis Kindrick identifies
"The Lion and the Mouse" as a "dictaminal dialogue" based on a rhetorical
situation "involving the interaction of subordinate and superior." He shows
how Henryson employs the diction and the traditional five-part pattern of organization of the rhetoric of royal petitions and responses. While his argument is persuasive, some of the parallels adduced are questionable. For
example, while lines 1431-46 of the mouse's response to the outraged lion's
demand:
Knew thow not weill I wes baith lord and king
Off beistis all? (ll. 1430-31)

may be classified as "a petition to a superior for clemency," Kindrick's claim
that the reply of the Scottish nobles in 1291 to the King of England's demand
for overlordship of their country is "a similar appeal" is open to challenge.
Altogether less contentious is his view that Henryson s use of dictaminal
and notarial rhetoric to depict legal injustice reveals not only the poet's evident familiarity with legal language and procedures (especially in the Testament, "The Trial of the Fox," "The Wolf and the Lamb," "The Sheep and
the Dog") but also his equally evident concern about "the plight of the poor,
the wronged, and the powerless in Scottish society." Elements of dictaminal
rhetoric are traced in "The Wolf and the Wether," the Testament of Cresseid,
Orpheus and Eurydice, as well as in some of the shorter poems.
One of the most discussed aspects of the Morall Fabillis among Henryson scholars has been the often complex relationship between the narratives
and the moralitates, with the first fable in Henryson's collection, "The Cock
and the Jasp," frequently being singled out for special attention. Kindrick
enters the debate to the extent that he asserts that know ledge of the ars
praedicandi enables a "correct" reading of this fable. "The Preaching of the
Swallow" provides ample evidence of the poet's considerable debt to
homiletic tradition, and Kindrick's close analysis of this sennon-within-asennon goes a long way towards revealing the extent of that debt, as well as
the nature of Henryson's didacticism.
Not surprisingly, Kindrick discovers that Henryson's most outstanding
poem, the Testament of Cresseid, "illustrates Henryson's best use of rhetoriI
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cal traditions, although he discusses the poem mainly in relation to the ars
praedicandi, viewing it as "a dramatically powerlul exemplum." As a consequence, a new perspective is brought to the former lovers' famous nonrecognition scene in which, Kindrick argues, "one of the basic principles of
Patristic exegesis" is applied as well as the principles of Aristotelian psychology noted by Marshal Steams over fIfty years ago. Kindrick believes the
lines:
II

The idole of ane thing in cace may be
Sa deip imprentit in the fantasy
That it deludis the wittis outwardly ... (ll. 509-11)

reflect the deductive approach adopted by medieval preachers whereby a theological principle, in the form of a scriptural quotation for example, was
cited and then illustrated by exempla.
There can be no doubt this kind of appraisal of Henryson' s poetry, the
kind accorded other major medieval writers, is desirable. It is regrettable
that frequent printing errors, particularly in the quotations from the poems,
detract from this book. It remains the case, however, that this study usefully
highlights the range of rhetorical traditions from which Henryson drew,
while suggesting that Henryson wrought his own synthesis. Such a suggestion needs to be developed, and perhaps Robert Kindrick's book will prompt
further study of this aspect of the poet's already acknowledged inventioun.
ANNE M. McKIM
University of Waikato

Ewen MacDiarmid. The MacDiarmid MS Anthology: Poems and Songs
Mainly Anonymous from the Collection Dated 1770. Ed. Derick S. Thomson. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, for the Scottish Gaelic Texts
Society. 1992. 340 pp.
The MacDiarmid MS Anthology, edited by Professor Derick S. Thomson, is the latest contribution to Scottish Gaelic studies by him and is, as we
would expect, a star in the fIrmament of Gaelic studies. The present offering
should more correctly be referred to as vol. I of the Anthology, containing,
as it does, a study of all the anonymous poems in the MS. We understand
that Mr. Kenneth Macdonald of the Celtic Department of Glasgow Univer-
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sity is in process of producing a corresponding volume dealing with items of
identified authorship.
The Rev. Ewen (or Hugh) MacDiannid, to give him his full title, published his collection of Gaelic songs in Edinburgh in 1770 in a volume which
also contained a dissertation on Love, a considerable collection of proverbial
sayings, and a short list of "Galic [sic] Toasts." An earlier volume also consisting of Gaelic proverbs was published in 1769.
Dr. Thomson's work is evidence of his mastery of historical detail and
of the standard of research with which his students and readers are already
familiar. What lends added piquancy to this publication is that the MS was
"lost" for nearly 200 years, and only came to light in 1968 through the diligence of another staff member of Glasgow University, Angus J. Smith.
From textual and other internal evidence Thomson concludes that the
provenance of the items dealt with extends to Perthshire, Argyll, Argyll Islands, Skye, BadenochlSpeyside, Lochaberl Ardgour/Ballachulish, St. Kilda,
and Benbecula/Perthshire. He further reckons that three items may be sixteenth century, six from the seventeenth (Plus other eight less specifically
so), and seventeen from the eighteenth, leaving several undated. Of the
forty-eight items included, twenty-two are otherwise unknown and some others only marginally.
Referring to MacDiannid's profession, Professor
Thomson pays tribute to the collecting zeal and literary integrity of so many
clergymen of the Established Church of Scotland of the eighteenth century.
Seldom does a reviewer give total approval to all the details of a serious
work, no matter how high its overall quality, and the present case is no exception. In the line references which follow, many of the comments refer to
Dr. Thomson's Notes, as well as to the lines themselves. In I. 81 it is not
safe to assume that "paideirean" is a rosary, and that the recipient was therefore a Roman Catholic (Introduction to Item 4). It could equally well be an
ordinary string of beads.
In ll. 95-6, the incidence in poetry of "beul" rhyming with "Teud" is so
common that it would be unsafe to use an instance, as here, to suggest a
Mainland provenance.
In n. 121-4 (given in the Notes as ll. 119-20) and 135, the first suggestion is that the poet's occupation was a packman, whereas in the social context a soldier-piper (the second suggestion) would appear to be more probable.
"lIe" (1. 163), "creag" (1. 170), and "buidheann" (1. 180) being fern. datives, surely one would expect inflections-dh'Ile ghaolaich, chreig, and
bhuidhinn; although this last is sometimes masc.
In the Note on l. 183, "seillein" is the form also found in Vist and Harris. The comparison of this line to the English "bee in the bonnet" is doubt-
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ful. According to Dwelly, the word has a secondary meaning which may be
more appropriate--teasing request, repetition, caprice.
In the text I. 187 there occurs an inelegant form mostly found nowadays
in Lewis on which the Editor offers no comment.
In I. 192 I am puzzled by the acute accent over the "a". This, unless it
is a misprint, of which I find none in the work, and the welcome deviations
from the "New Orthography" in Thomson's text, go to illustrate the state of
increased confusion occasioned by the recent "reforms."
At I. 196, the word "tal" is said to mean "refusal or answer." Yet in the
glossary, which, incidentally, is a very useful adjunct, the Editor questions
"refusal." Could the word be a scribe's misprint for "lath"? Incidentally,
neither Dwelly nor Thomson gives one of the commonest usages of 'Tal,"
i.e. the grassy edge, or bank, of a road.
At ll. 219, 220, I would regard "stiom" as a pun, with meanings
"snood" (I. 219) and "ringlet" (I. 220). In I. 221, an acute accent is necessary over "fein," as "fhein" and "fhein" are two quite different forms used in
different areas.
In I. 206, "aodach" would rhyme with "fhaoileann," as do "caorann"
and "chaochail."
In I. 209, I suggest the word is not "caol"
slender, but "caol" = osier
or willow. "Peannd" is a form found in Dist, Harris, and other islands.
At 1. 218, it would be better to let "an fhireadh" stand. "f(h)ireadh" =
"truth"; also, as a verb
"authenticate." "Cuir an ire" would indeed make
the syntax difficult.
In the note on I. 222, this would in fact not make sense without dropping
the aspirates.
At I. 223, it seems a word could be repeated (here "bheachd") if it has
two different meanings, as a kind of pun. See also ll. 219, 220, 1307, 1309.
Ref. to "leOlag" (I. 241), Maclennan gives "leOlach" to mean globeflower. No doubt the same word.
1.243, with "seocaidh" cf. also "seocail" = portly and tall...
In 1. 244, we would certainly expect the gen. "sgeoil." ''Chur'' or "(a)
chur" is a verbal noun, taking the gen.
1. 266 - "boidheach" we would expect it to be treated as a fem. noun.
1. 295. In a paper not yet published, I suggest "gaberlunzie" is from
"gabair," a tattler + "lunndair, an indolent person.
1. 350. It seems improbable that "ruinnigil" can be a corruption of
"running gale." "Ruith na geil(e)" would perhaps be more convincing,
though "geil(e)" is normally masc.
I. 378. The consistency in the use of "side" for "sioda" suggests this
was a preference of the Collector, and may not therefore indicate provenance.
tI
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I. 385. Translate, preferably, "Whoever would accuse you of wrong."
I. 392. But "nan lorg" surely = "in their steps."
In l. 422, the difficulty with syntax may be solved by translating "Her

glory is her sweet serenity. "
I. 433 (Note). Cf Ps 23, 6 (met).
"Laith'" must surely = pi
"Laithean. "
I. 440. An alternative translation might be "You do not fully appreciate
my state of alarm." (See Dwelly -"fuathas")
I. 453. Viewing "crannachoin" as a svarabhacti rhyme with "dearg"
seems rather far-fetched, if that is what is meant.
I. 456. "Chluinn" as an old form of the present tense is surely as familiar as "chluinneas."
I. 457. An alternative meaning for "leigeadh suas" might be "to let go"
(as e.g., "Leig an cu ann"). "Na dheann" would tolerate this sense.
l!. 466-70. By reading "cnag-fhuasglas" for "cnap-fhuasglas," an alternative translation might be "The answer to every matter lies in a running
knot, which does not take long to find (untie). The base boor will always
take the troublesome/despicable short-cut." See Dwelly for "salach"; but
could "salach" have originally been "suarach"?--otherwise there is a serious
rhyme problem.
In item 20, precept 5 re "ceileiseach," cf rather "ceilidh," and translate
"a frequenter of other people's houses." Cf the well-known "ceilichean," pI
of "ceiliche. "
Item 20, precept 8 (Note).
"maoiseach." Cf rather "maoiseag"
(Dwelly: a scolding female). Cf Macdonald: "Traoghadh is Lionadh," p.
7, I. 19. l. 508 (Note): "r'a luathas." Prefer "on account of its hastiness."
("Marry in haste, repent at leisure. ")
l!. 524-5, "els": this reference is interesting but not surprising, as one of
the sources of the poor fund operated by Kirk Sessions was the "fornication
fees. "
l. 552, "ordugh an tighearna." Possibly the reference would be to a law
or regulation enacted by a (Prime) Minister who was also a Peer.
l. 585, "duthcha": probably refers to the fact that a serving soldier
would require his C.O. 's permission to marry.
l. 598. "Dhia" is not nom., but gen.-liThe hand of God." An alternative to "Dh6," commonest in R. C. contexts.
l. 608. "Nighean Dhomhnaill" represents "Donald's daughter." "Miss
Macdonald" would be "NicDhomhnaill," which would, in fact, be easier to
fit in with the rhythm.
l. 622. "gamhna," though gen., is more probably a disguised dat., after
"da," with poetic license, metri causa.
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I. 626. In view of t. 628, "tog dhiom" may have the physical sense,
then the use of "ad" is nonnal.
t. 798 (Note). The explanation is too artificial to be credible. Could
"feachd" be a scribe's misprint for "reachd"?
l. 829 (Note). Prefer "Do not impute doubt in my promise."
t. 830. Could "caol" be a noun
slenderness, slender body, osier I
willow-shaped body?

Prose, p. 210 (Note): "crios". Surely here brassier.
/. 1190. "dacha," bearing in mind that "docha" and "dacha" are two
distinct words, the unaccented fonn would clearly be preferable in this context.
t. 1229. (Note): "fraoch" is another possible pun, the second meaning
being anger, hunger.
t. 1261. The ending "aibh" is not always a sign of the dat. pl., and is
not infrequently used as nom. pl.-e.g. in metrical Psalms.
ll. 1307, 1309. Again, the repetition of "ghaoth" in the one quatrain is
allowable as a pun. See the note on I. 223.
t. 1405. "Ruthadh"-"rudhachaidh." Another pun?
I. 1388. "mOT" is understood after "cia"-"How great their beauty."
l. 1394. Perhaps "Nar (nior) gheibh mi fOgradh,"-i.e., "the lesser
punishment (of banishment) is denied me."
l. 1684: "iomairt" can mean battle.
Part of the immense interest in reading and studying this volume is that
the Editor was prepared to make so many controversial suggestions, which
other equally qualified Gaelic scholars will find intriguing, and in some cases
challengeable. That is, of course, apart from the sheer pleasure of reading
these old specimens of Gaelic as it was used in the poetry of what we now
regard as the southern extremities of the Gaelic Highlands.
On both counts, we offer the Editor our thanks and congratulations, and
anticipate with added appetite the further studies in this MS by Kenneth
Macdonald. We hope these will appear while Derick Thomson's writings are
still fresh in our memories.
RODERICK MACDONALD

Insch
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Catherine Kerrigan, ed. The Immigrant Experience: Proceedings of a Conference held at the University of Guelph, 8-11 June 1989. Guelph, Ontario:
University of Guelph. 1992. 184 pp.
In the growth of Scottish literary studies over the past half century, one
significant element has received a disproportionately small share of serious
attention: the literature of the Scottish diaspora, and of the emigrant experience. Yet emigration has been a continuing factor in Scottish culture, imaginatively important both to those who leave and those who stay behind. In the
present volume, for instance, Michael Vance mentions the astonishing estimate of over 1.8 million Scots leaving Scotland in the period 1861-1939
alone.
The title chosen for the Guelph conference-The Immigrant, not the
Emigrant, Experience-indicates the perspective it offers. All eight papers
are concerned with Scottish immigrants into Canada, and the primary focus
is on the mid-nineteenth century. The majority of the papers are historical,
rather than literary, covering such topics as Scots in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography (Frances G. Halpenny), emigrants from Lewis to Quebec
(Jack Little), early nineteenth-century emigrants' petitions for government
assistance (Michael Vance), the disappointments of immigrant Presbyterian
clergy (John Moir) , the settlement of the Okanagan valley in British
Columbia (Paul M. Koroscil), and the Scottish-Canadian orphan pipeline
(MaJjory Harper).
Two of the papers are more directly relevant to readers of SSL. Aileen
Christianson, an associate editor on the Duke-Edinburgh Carlyle Letters, has
drawn new material from research on that edition to tell the little-known
story of the Carlyle relatives who emigrated in the 1830s and 1840s. Christianson first, however, explores Carlyle's ideas of emigration in his published writings, especially Chartism and Past and Present, illustrating the
complex psychological (and racial) subtext in metropolitan discourse about
the colonial opportunity. For Carlyle, in particular, European settlement of
North America was repeatedly linked with fecundity, procreation, and the
continuance of family:
. . . to the overcrowded little western nook of Europe, our Terrestrial Planet,
nine-tenths of it yet vacant or tenanted by nomads, is still crying, Come and till
me, come and reap me! ... as if her who is in pain and sore travail, but travails
that she may be a mother, and say, Behold, there is a new man born!

Carlyle's repeated contrast of government action against slavery with its inaction over the plight of the unemployed "white European man" is also
linked to family fears and family survival:
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Black slaves in South Carolina, I do believe, deserve pity enough, but ...
one pallid Paisley weaver, with the sight of his famishing children round him, has
probably more wretchedness in his single heart than a hundred Blacks.

To the childless Carlyle, the emigration of his close relatives (two brothers
and a sister) was of especial significance, and Christianson provides fascinating extracts from the letters they sent back about their experiences in the
American Mid-West and their eventual settlement in Upper Canada. As
Christianson points out, these family letters form a valuable, humanizing
counterpoint to Thomas Carlyle's polemic writings on emigration during the
same period; Christianson contrasts the "dramatic rhetoric and exaggeration"
of Carlyle's published work with the "simple, direct, and, at times, sensitive" advice he offered in family letters.
In the second literary contribution, under the title "'We are exiles from
our fathers' land': Nineteenth-Century Scottish-Canadian Poets," G. Ross
Roy quotes from and comments on a broad range of literary representations
of the emigrant/immigrant experience. He distinguishes three generations-those who came to Canada as adults (Evan McColl, Thomas
McQueen, Alexander McLachlan), those who came to Canada in youth or
childhood (Robert Reid, William Wye Smith, John Hunter Duvar), and those
born in Canada (Charles Mair, G. F. Cameron, and Duncan Campbell
Scott).
In the course of a specific survey of one exile tradition, this essay raises
some provocative general issues about emigrant Scots writing, because Professor Roy does not treat Scots-Canadian poetry merely as a self-contained
ethnic literature, but as interacting with other literatures. Starting, paradoxically, with an Irish poem, Thomas Moore's "A Canadian Boat-Song"
(l806--"the first really good English poem about Canada"), Roy suggests
that early nineteenth-century poets of emigration shared to some extent a
common discourse of exile that crossed ethnic lines. Secondly, the paucity
of Scots-Canadian Gaelic poetry, even from poets like McColl who had published in Gaelic before emigration, indicates that the emigrant experience reinforced other pressures to linguistic homogenization within Scottish writing.
Thirdly, Roy detects a progressive depoliticization of Scottishness within
the nineteenth-century Scots-Canadian tradition; in the later anonymous
"Canadian Boat-Song" that provides Roy's essay-title, Victorians substituted
harmlessly outdated pro-Jacobite lines for the original condemnation of the
clearances, and in the poetry of the later Confederation poets, Burns's influence is predominantly as the poet of love and nature, not as a satirist.
Fourthly, and more provocatively, Roy suggests that Scottish-Romantic discourse about wild Highlanders was displaced in Scots-Canadian poetry (with
a little help from Longfellow) into a new and sympathetic discourse about
North American Indians, notably in Charles Mair's Tecumseh (1886), and
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Duncan Campbell Scott's lyrics. The cultural complexity and self-divisions
of the Scottish literary tradition carried over into the "hyphenated identity" of
Scots-Canadian poetry.
In short, through specific case-studies in a specific emigrant culture, this
volume raises important ideas for further research and debate. Modem Scots
are all, in some degree, exiled from our literary forefathers, by time if not by
geography, yet Scottish literary scholars within Scotland have not always
been successful in communicating with the wider Scots community abroad;
the emigrant experience deserves study by all interested in the long-term
development of the Scottish literary tradition.
PATRICK SCOTT

University of South Carolina

Richard Humphrey. Walter Scott: Waverley. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1993. xviii + 128 pp.
This book, part of the Landmarks of WorId Literature series edited by J.
P. Stem, admirably fulfills its intent: to provide the general student of literature with a practical introduction to modem, revisionist Scott criticism, to
whet new interest in and appreciation of Scott, and to furnish a useful bibliography for further study. Scott's supporters have cause to be grateful.
Richard Humphrey, who has written The Historical Novel as Philosophy
of History and has taught Waverley at both German and American universities, attests to his students' and evinces his own enthusiasm for Scott. His
organization includes a helpful introductory chronological chart juxtaposing
events of Scott's life with Scottish and international affairs. Then follow
thirty concise chapters (about four pages apiece) arranged under the headings
"Scott's Changing World," "Waverley as Story," "Waverley as History,"
"Waverley as Initiator," and "Conclusions"; Humphrey imitates Scott's practice of providing mottoes (here, Scott quotations) at the start of each chapter.
Last comes a bibliography of over one hundred titles, classified under eighteen headings.
Humphrey, who follows a standard format laid out for the series, probably does not set out to be original, and the Scott specialist will not expect to
find many really new ideas in a book so designed. Two which I found original (although Humphrey does not seek to develop either of them extensively)
are the consideration of Scott's place in the Napoleonic culture and the use-
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fulness of Scott's Abbotsford library (including marginal comments) in the
study of sources and influences. Otherwise, Humphrey summarizes current
critical opinion about Waverley and Scott. The fmal chapter identifies "the
two constellations of themes" in Waverley: "landmarks-and ... our own
relationship with the worlds we have lost" and "empire and nationhood" (p.
113). Random phrases from the chapter titles show the familiarity of the
aspects covered:
"The Scottish Enlightenment," "stasis and change,"
"prejudice and cultural tolerance," "rebellion and civil order," "nationhood
and Union," "romance and realism." Not quite as familiar are the many
aspects or theories of history: words like "temporal structures," "use of the
past," "metahistory, " "historiography," and "museum culture" indicate
Humphrey's interest in historicism; one segment of the bibliography covers
"the swiftly growing literature on the nature of history" (p. 126). Because
Humphrey comes to praise Scott, not to bury or even to question him, he
makes Scott look clearheaded, sophisticated, tolerant, humane, moderate,
gently ironic, proficient in structure and characterization, and laudably
ambivalent when dealing with social issues and ideologies. Many illustrious
names from Continental literature are invoked to establish Scott's wide influence and the respect in which he was once universally held. Humphrey,
while he does not elaborately define either realism or romanticism, follows
the practice of most Scott revisionists in presenting him as a realist and not a
romanticist in some pejorative sense, in emphasizing the early Scottish novels
generally deemed worthy of inclusion in the canon and ignoring the later
Medieval/Renaissance novels which are understood to have damaged Scott's
reputation. Thus Humphrey writes in the tradition of Buchan, Daiches,
Forbes, Cockshut and Robert C. Gordon. His style is easy, lucid, accessible, generally free of jargon and the parlance of contemporary critical theory
(despite an occasional coaginator, topol, metahistory). The chapters on
"Waverley as Initiator" portray Scott as innovative and forward looking in·
adding humanness, conscious perspective, and analysis to earlier, more limited historical methods. There is linkage of Scott's themes to twentieth-century issues and authors who have handled them.
In short, Humphrey works hard to justify the presence of Scott in a
series and a canon (appearing opposite the title page) which includes Mann,
Tolstoy, Conrad, Murasaki Shikibu, Beckett, Garcia Marquez, Dostoyevsky,
Gald6s (along with familiar English authors). This very inclusion should
seem a vindication to admirers of Scott, impatient at continued misconceptions about and belittlement of him. Despite a half century of re-evaluation,
neglect persists, based on the view of Scott as a purveyor of pompous,
escapist, and unreal costume pieces.
One of Humphrey's strategies is largely to ignore these negative attitudes. Although he does touch on them, he does not seem to regard them as
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dangerous to Scott's revival: "It is still possible to hear professors and pundits alike pontificating on Scott without having read him. But their neglect
has brought others the rewards of re-discovery" (p. 114). Humphrey's
teaching experience may have convinced him that a new generation of students, unaware of past disparagements, will come to Scott with open and receptive minds, a view which my similar experience partly corroborates; but
Scott remains a "Great Unknown" to much of academia. Books like this
should speed the process of familiarization, but the downgrading has been so
long and pervasive that a reversal requires some recognition of the problem.
This, Humphrey could have accomplished by a short survey of Scott critics
including the detractors and (as rebuttal) the defenders. He does allude to
some of both groups, but not systematically. Further, some of the chapter
topics seem overlapping, even redundant, as in Chapter 16 when Humphrey
writes a theoretical "brief modem history of the Forty-five" by way of illustrating how Waverley is an improvement on such a history. Some combining
and condensation would have allowed time for a fuller analysis of why, or
when, romanticism is inferior to that realism for which Humphrey praises
Scott. Usually Humphrey cites sources and pages for his quotations, but occasionally (especially for nineteenth-century Continental commentators) he
does not, thus precluding follow-up. Since Humphrey prefaces one segment
of his up-to-date, wide-ranging bibliography with the comment, "Of the
many overall studies of Scott, the following are especially rewarding" (p.
124), it is probably captious of me to mention that this list of "General Studies of Scott" does omit significant works by Robert C. Gordon, Judith Wilt,
and Graham McMaster.
Indeed there is little to blame or to question about this book which,
while it covers only one novel, touches on almost all the aspects that cause
Scott specialists to value his total output. Humphrey provides an engaging,
straightforward introduction for the student or general reader who first approaches Scott, with or without the negative conceptions which this book
should do much to remove.
Lionel Lackey
Charleston, S. C.
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Judy Sproxton. The Women oj Muriel Spark.
Press. 1992. 158 pp.

New York:

St. Martin's

Judy Sproxton, a lecturer at the University of Binningham, focuses on
the women of Muriel Spark's fiction. In a guidebook treating Spark's novels
a seriatim and dense with plot detail, Sproxton groups these protagonists in
three categories: mature women who discover their identity; powerful
women who egocentrically assert themselves over others; and victimized
women who are overwhelmed by some situation or force. Sproxton tries to
connect these women through the idea of faith. Whereas each of the mature
women finds strength in religious faith, the powerful women lack any faith
larger than self-love. With the possible exception of Lise in The Driver's
Seat, however, the victimized women do not suit this concern with faith; and
Sproxton further admits that in contrast to the other women, these victims do
not particularly characterize the female mind. Although these victims are
conspicuously absent from the conclusion of her book, Sproxton nonetheless
reaffirms that woman's search for personal integrity in the context of faith is
a central interest in Spark's fiction.
That these victimized women resist Sproxton's scheme may suggest that
her approach is not quite adequate in this instance. One may relatedly wonder about the aptness of trying to arrange Spark's characters within three distinct categories when, as Sproxton indicates, the mature women "reject an
intellectual, categoric way of explaining life" (p. 61). One might further
puzzle over Sproxton's characterization of these admirable mature women as
individuals who "essentially ... depend on themselves" (p. 61; emphasis
added) and, at the same time, her indictment of the powerful women as
"mistakenly asserting themselves as the source of power" (p. 145). The suggestion that the former, unlike the latter, assert themselves in the context of
belief does not successfully separate them, especially since the powerful
women also evince a mode of faith in something. Moreover, as Sproxton
uncomfortably admits in passing, the powerful women "fascinate the reader
as individuals," and sometimes their "beauty and dignity" seem to be
"attractive" to Spark (pp. 111,79-80). Sproxton's approach, in sort, runs
into problems because it evades Spark's rich subtleties.
An appreciation of the depth and integrity of Spark's women requires an
acute sensitivity to the subtleties of their experience, which are embedded in
the subtleties of Spark's art. These complex gradations of meaning in
Spark's fiction elude human categorization and account for her intimation of
a metaphysical dimension within the mundane. One such area in her work,
for example, includes the paradoxical relationship between self and society.
When Sproxton concludes that "Spark's characters do not develop in terms of
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their relationships with others, but in tenus of their own encounters with
challenge" (p. 154), she not only elides her initial separation of mature from
powerful women, but also ignores the extensive network of human relationships manifestly evident in Spark's fiction. This social milieu prominently,
if subtly, influences the problems and the resolutions of Spark's characters.
This human community functions like a church community, which is the very
human feature of faith that Sproxton ignores in her emphasis on "a truth beyond" (p. 145). In Spark's fiction human existence may be replete with
enigmatic nuances that opaquely hint at an elusive metaphysical reality, but
temporal consolation is provided by a human community that ideally functions like a progressively humanized ecclesiastical community (typified by
Felicity in The Abbess of Crewe). Consider Barbara's plight-her desire to
marry and her desire to remain in the church-in The Mandelbaum Gate;
consider, too, the role of human disconnection in The Driver's Seat and the
role of human bonding in A Far Cry from Kensington. Might not taking into
account the vital, if complex, relation between the self and the churchlike
community redress some of the trouble Sproxton encounters with her approach to Spark's characters as essentially dependent upon themselves?
This interaction between self and society touches on other intricate matters suggested in Spark's fiction. If, as Sproxton claims, Spark and her characters are aware of their "intellectual ability" (p. 39), then are not such
philosophical concerns as will, memory, circumstance, cause, motive,
agency, perception--concepts that surface throughout the novels--critical to
appreciating Spark's characters and art? One occasionally stumbles upon
them, as words rather than as issues, in Sproxton's study. They crop up in
spite of Sproxton' s overriding thesis because they are the bedrock of Spark's
fiction, where they are sites inviting the reader's contemplation. In A Far
Cry from Kensington, for example, Nancy tells us: "you should think of
willpower as something that never exists in the present tense, only in the future and the past." should not such an enigmatic statement provoke thought
in the reader? And, similarly, what should we make of the tangled interaction of good and evil in Spark's writings? Time and again, the polarities of
good and evil alternate and intersect within the field of the novelist's narratives, so much so that the conventional application of these designations is
stymied. Sproxton almost glimpses this problem whenever she momentarily
admits that even the powerful women have some admirable qualities. Should
we not wonder why?
On a more pedestrian level, I also missed closure with previous commentary on Spark's work. Sproxton's disregard of previous writings on
Spark's fiction may relate to her inattention to the importance of community
in the development of Spark's women. Although she acknowledges that
"Spark's work has attracted a good deal of attention in recent years" (p. 16),
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her introduction very briefly mentions only three other critics and lets the
matter of critical community drop. Her book has no footnotes or bibliography, not even a list of Spark's publications" Her study may be designed for
lay readers, but such readers would likely benefit from more information
about other critical readings of Spark's writings as well as a much clearer
sense of the place of Sproxton' s book in this heritage. These readers might
have appreciated some clue to Spark's predilection for the comic mode, a
feature barely addressed by Sproxton but taken up by others. Even if she
speaks to lay readers, Sproxton doubtless also anticipates some attention from
the critical community, as suggested by the submission of her book for this
review; and this reasonable expectation raises the question of the propriety of
her decision not to acknowledge this community adequately within her study.
Finally, Sproxton' s book is plagued by inaccurate quotations. This
problem, to be blunt, is distracting and disturbing. Misquotations abound,
and even substantial alterations are introduced. Consider this example:
Nancy "says to William that 'she couldn't not believe'" (p. 58). In A Far
Cry from Kensington the passage actually reads: "I can't disbelieve." The
words are not only very different, but (in my view at least) so is their sense.
For me, "I can't disbelieve" enmeshes me in a web of subtle meaning.
J. SCHEICK
University of Texas at Austin

WILLIAM

Jeff Torrington. Swing Hammer Swing! London: Martin Seeker & Warburg. 1992. 406 pp.
"What a city was Glasgow! It was really more into vaudeville than it was
into violence, a fact seldom appreciated. "
Jeff Torrington's debut novel is about and written in the voice of Tom
Clay, an unemployed father-to-be in the late 1960s in the Gorbals area of
southside Glasgow. He is well-read in philosophy and in fiction, and he is
funny. We gradually learn that Clay is a failed novelist and, more importantly, something of a family historian; he has a journal in which he daily
writes his experiences. It is not clear whether Swing Hammer Swing! is in
fact this journal but his pregnant partner, Rhona Carlyle, knows him for embellishing his experiences in the telling.
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The story starts with the ludicrous spectacle of a deepsea diver walking
gingerly across the December Gorbals snow. This character, Matt Lucas, is
in fact taking part in a very low budget promotion for the Planet Cinema,
just one of the buildings doomed for demolition in the urban Clearances of
that and-thinking of so-called link roads-of this time. Again, as a walking
advert, Lucas will later wrap himself up in ripped dustsheets to become a
perambulating Egyptian mummy and, with the sense of ridiculousness which
typifies this humane tragi-comedy, he will then be ignominiously run
over-but not hurt badly-by a bubble car.
Jeff Torrington and Thomas Clay both imagine Glasgow in terms of
comedy-it is indeed, in Clay's view, a city of "vaudeville" much more than
it is a city of attacks. In this way the key deflation of the aggressive city
myth Torrington enacts is when Clay realizes that the husband of his brief
lover, Rebecca McQuade, is not the threatening-looking stranger he makes
the acquaintance of towards the close of the novel. Clay had himself been
seduced by Glasgow's machismo paranoia. This is not to underestimate the
brutality that exists in any large city, nor to ignore Scotland's peculiar religious hatreds: Clay escapes torture at the hands of Protestant bigots only by
bizarre chance.
Swing Hammer Swing! follows Clay as he moves between his male connections (drinking partners, his barber, even a conscientious toilet attendant)
and those generally more impoverished relationships he has made through his
beloved Rhona (especially the family of her snobbish sister, who has "risen
above" her background to live in plump suburbia). As such, the plot is a
drifter's plot-only the tension created by Clay's infidelity supplies anything
like long-distance suspense. Rather, the rich wit of Clay's experience as he
reports it is what animates this novel, so that the presence of Saul Bellow as
one of Clay's literary heroes is not surprising. Torrington has learned from
Bellow, and to a lesser extent perhaps from Joyce, that a city is almost too
complex, almost too rich and textured, for plot and plot only. That said,
Clay says rather shrilly (and Torrington rather self-consciously), "I'd rather
drag my eyeballs along barbed wire than read a plotty novel. There is also
an (over?) obvious running motif of different kinds of beetle, suggestive of
the general decay being described, and clocks and images of time and mortality are contrivedly peppered through the novel-time and creepy-crawly
being united in Clay's vision of the "clockroach" he sees ambling across his
dumb-bell alarm. Torrington may not like over-plotting, but he savors deliberate symbols (which are, nevertheless, more guarded with laughter than
James Kelman's foolishly solemn use of the Big Pipe in one of the other important urban novels of the last decade or so, A Disaffection).
As with Bellow, Torrington's method can lead to a kind of quagmirish
deferral of narrative-this big thick book concerns itself with only a few
II
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days-and this is linked with Clay's digressional "cartoonizing" of so much
that he observes. I felt that there was a point where I wanted Clay to stop
making, as he ruefully admits, "quips and repartee for all occasions"; I
wanted him to actually respond, that is, in a register other than humor. To
be interested in psychological complexity means to some extent to be dedi
cated to slowing the pace of a book down, but when the narrative is made
sluggish in that manner with gags masquerading as insight, the novelist
surely has a problem on his hands. Torrington is aware of this and I think
Clay should be read as a character ironized by the author. It is partly Clay'S
inability to cut the comedy that produces, for example, the disharmony between himself and Rhona. When she pleads, "Be serious. Just for once,
stop acting the goat," she is exasperated at the dulling effect humor can have
on human sensitivities; humor can cope with crises sometimes but it can also
deaden the individual's ability to deal seriously with serious concerns. Even
Torrington himself, with characteristic scatology, can't help but have a
window-threatening fart interrupt a blind deaf mute's being told that his one
close friend has been killed by a bus!
Perhaps the theme of the good-natured wise-cracking Gorbals residents'
being unable to participate in the future that was being planned for them by
Basil Spence and others, a tragedy of the last twenty or thirty years, is Torrington's major concern. In this reading, Clay's thoughts-written in a conversational, though of course fantastic Glaswegian Scots-become the last
testament of a community dying of laughter. That Clay, for example, responds in such a sexist way to all the women in his life is both true-to-life
and dispiriting. As such, this is another indication of a community which
was always rather less than it could have been. In fact the most important
decision of Clay's existence-a decision revealed at the very close of the
book and which will fundamentally change his life and the life of his wife
and their unborn child-is simply not to be discussed with Rhona. It will be
a secret to be sprung on her rather than offered as part of any open-ended
discussion. It can nevertheless be mentioned in the man's world of Clay's
barber. This is just a final reminder that the maleness of town planning
which razed the Gorbals was reflected by another and perhaps as damaging
maleness in the Gorbals itself. Torrington is lamenting the death of the old
Gorbals but is there not a Whitmanesque exaltation in his title, too? As far
as those values are concerned, I'm with the crane-driver: "Swing Hammer,
Swing!"
RICHARD PRICE

London
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Joachim Schwend, Susanne Hagemann, Hennann Volkel, eds. Literatur im
Kontext-Literature in Context: Festschrift for Horst W. Drescher. Frankfurt am Main, Bern, New York, Paris, 1992. 515 pp. Scottish Studies, No.
14.

Gennan festschriften are usually ragbag conglomerations without a central topic; at best they reflect the various scholarly interests of the colleague
in whose honor they have been compiled, but often they lack focus altogether. Literatur im Kontext corroborates this rule in both a positive and
negative sense: Horst W. Drescher, whose sixtieth birthday occasioned this
book, has gained worldwide renown as the founder of the Scottish Studies
Centre at the University of Mainz at Gennersheim; this is reflected in the
distinguished array of international Scotticists that pay him homage: in fact,
sixteen of the thirty-five essays dedicated to him in this collection deal with
Scottish literature. The remainder consider various areas of English and
American literature, but also include articles on Gennan, Romance,
Slavonic, and Arabic Studies and the theory of translation. (Mainz-Gennersheim is one of Gennany's leading schools for interpreters.) In my review I
will concentrate on the Scottish material but also add a summary appreciation
of the second, more diverse, half of this festschrift.
The Scottish section spans the time from the late Middle Ages to the
present, with the emphasis on the nineteenth century. Seventeenth-century
Scottish literature is passed over in silence, mirroring the general neglect of
this period by modern Scottish criticism. However, that there are only two
articles on twentieth-century Scottish literature (after 1901) is amazing and
will puzzle the general reader, implying a dearth of, or a lack of interest in
modern Scottish literature on the part of the scholar celebrated, which is
quite unfounded. But, of course, festschriften are no substitute for literary
histories and should be appreciated for what they contain rather than what
they omit. The value of this collection lies perhaps less in the new assessments, or additional details added to the critical corpus, of a few literary
celebrities than in the rediscovery of some hidden niches of Scottish literature, which challenge the established canon of authors. On the other hand,
the context of literature highlighted in the title of the collection cannot always
be made out unless we are ready to take it in the broadest sense possible.
The opening essay, written in Gennan, is by Joachim Schwend, who
discusses "Demokratie und Rationalismus in David Lyndsays Ane Pleasant
Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis" (pp. 3-17). "Democracy" here refers to Lyndsay's demand that the rights of the "common people" be protected (although
Lyndsay does not call in question the hierarchical power structure of
sixteenth-century Scotland); his "rationalism" is revealed, Schwend argues,
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in his urge for "reasonable refonnatioun" within the existing political, social
and religious set-up. Viewed as independent slogans, these seem to repeat
more or less what any literary history will tell us, but the merit of Schwend's
article lies in the presentation of numerous supporting and opposing tenets
from various periods of Scottish history which make Lyndsay appear
"sensationally modern, moderate and enlightened.
Roger L. Emerson bridges the gap between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries in his article on "Calvinism and the Scottish Enlightenment"
(pp. 19-28). He suggests that "Scots during the Enlightenment remained
Calvinists and [that] their heritage continued to shape their thinking." Emerson calls attention to the Calvinist roots of the doctrines of human nescience
held by Hume and Reid; the theory of spontaneous order developed in Scottish moral philosophy; that of civic humanism which characterized eighteenth-century political thought; the legal, rational and natural law traditions
emphasized by Stair; or Patrick Forbes's tendency towards quietism and
mysticism, to name but a few. Unfortunately, Emerson's article is somewhat
sketchy, and one would have wished that he had had more space to discuss
these issues in detail. But even the few hints provided bear out the argument
that "[t]he religious heritage of Scottish Calvinists was a richer one than
many have realized. "
Pierre Morere has contributed a lucid essay on "Hume's Natural History
of Religion: A Redefinition of Man's Identity" (pp. 29-38). He argues that
Hume was closer to the French Encycwpedistes than most of his contemporaries in Britain, who combined religious fervor with free philosophical
enquiry expressed in theism. Hume's "new humanism" tried to liberate man
from "the dross of the dark ages," but Morere claims that it was so exacting
that it only appealed to an intellectual elite. According to Hume, the split
personality syndrome (so often evoked in the definitions of the Scottish
psyche) has its roots in the "neurotic influence of monotheism" and "the
inevitable discrepancy between visible religious practice and deep convictions." Morere's critical summary of Hume's attacks on established religion
shows how deeply even a poet such as Burns was influenced by this radical
thinker; Hume regarded, for example, "religious observance as responsible
for affectation and excessive behavior"-surely this brings to mind the cases
of Holy Willie, or Jenny in church in "To a Louse":
tI

o wad some Power the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us!
It wad frae monie a blunder free us,
An' foolish notion:
What airs in dress an' gait wad lea'e us,
An' ev'n devotion!
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"Adam Smith and the 'noblest prospect''' by Ian Ross (pp. 39-51) deals
with the six years Hume's friend spent at Oxford (1740-6), where he was
repelled by the low level of intellectual life at Balliol College and the pressure put on students from Scotland at the time of the second Jacobite Rising.
More rewarding in terms of literary sociology is G. Ross Roy's article
on "Robert Bums and the Brash and Reid Chapbooks of Glasgow" (pp. 5369), which also contains many excellent observations on eighteenth-century
editorial practice and the early reputation of Bums. Roy points out that
although chapbooks were printed in very large numbers, their survival rate
was small, so that their history in eighteenth-century Scotland is not well
known; yet they represent "an excellent cross-section of what came into
He describes the chapbooks published
[working-class] readers' homes.
under the title Poelry; Original and Selected by the Glasgow printers Brash
and Reid in the 1790s, which were later made into a five-volume collection,
and concentrates on the songs and poems by Bums and his lesser-known followers that found their way into these papers.
The pre-Victorian bestselling novel The Cottages of Glenbumie by Elizabeth Hamilton is the topic of Ian Campbell's essay "Glenburnie Revisited"
(pp. 71-90). Campbell convincingly argues that this work is "much more
than a comic or dismissive picture of a Scottish backwater," for which it had
long been taken, and that it depicts the cultural uncertainty among Scots in
the first decade of the nineteenth century. Like Heart of Midlothian, The
Las! of the Lairds or Galt's fiction, it is concerned with "a hitherto static
society ripe for change" and the effect of such change; and like the kailyard a
hundred years later "it tackles issues of a changing Scotland through pictures
of a rural idyll."
In "Scott's The Antiquary : Tradition-Making in Progress (pp. 91-107),
Paul Goetsch presents some alluring ideas on the theory of the historical
novel. Arguing that the cultural and communicative memories of a social
group are "a culture's colloquy with itself," and that the traditions that are
the basis of a collective identity are not static but subject to constant change
and frequent contradictions, he scrutinizes the function of the host of
"storytellers, gossips and liars" that appear in Scott's novel; Goetsch concludes that The Antiquary is a jeu d'esprit in which the author makes the
reader aware of "what goes into the making of a historical novel" and in
which he lets him consciously participate in the artist's process of shaping the
heterogeneous historical materials and the various interpretations of the past.
Scott's paramount importance to the development of a new image of
Scotland in the Victorian age is recalled in "Scotland Rediscovered: Some
English and Foreign Travellers in the 19th Century" (pp. 109-21), where
Erik Frykman argues that most of the visitors to Scotland "saw what Sir
Walter Scott had taught them to see."
11
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There are three articles on Thomas Carlyle, reflecting the new surge of
interest the sage of Ecclefechan and Chelsea has been honored with in recent
years. The vast range of his writing and his tendency to cross genres and literary modes make it difficult to apply modem critical categories to him;
Murray Baumgarten suggests following the example of Carlyle's contemporaries and stressing again how useful a writer Carlyle was, even though
"usefulness is not a category we are comfortable with these days"; but, as
Baumgarten claims, Carlyle's thinking emerged from the same "social and
cultural ferment" as utilitarianism and the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge, although he put a greater emphasis on activity, thought and selfimprovement ('''Useful Knowledge': Carlyle and Modem Critical Categories," pp. 123-30).
In "Ireland, John Mitchel and his 'sarcastic friend' Thomas Carlyle" (pp.
131-43) K. J. Fielding stresses Carlyle's "active understanding and sympathy
for Ireland during and after the terrible famine 1846-49," which has elicited
very little critical comment to date. (In fact, most of Carlyle's writings on
Irish affairs have not been collected.) The Irish, who prized The French
Revolution for its defense of revolutionary action in the cause of justice and
national independence, also accepted Carlyle's Cromwell respectfully while
deploring that he obviously considered them "a nation of slaves." The essay
centers on Carlyle's (unsuccessful) intervention with the Viceroy of Ireland,
the Earl of Clarendon, on behalf of the Irish revolutionary John Mitchel and
prints two unpUblished letters to Carlyle, one by Clarendon and one by
MitcheL
Robert L. Oakman approaches Carlyle from the point of view of co-editor of the Essential Carlyle Edition, presenting a detailed description of the
"systems design" for this edition as a computer-assisted application of literary
editing, which may also serve potential editors of other texts ("Carlyle and
the Computer," pp. 147-54). It is good to have such information made
available in a collection of literary essays rather than in a specialized computer magazine, and, what is more, to find it in a language that even the nonexpert may understand, since the future of critical editing seems to lie in the
combination of "proven computer hardware and software techniques with
traditional scholarly editing practices," which this noteworthy article
describes.
J. M. Barrie's early prose is reassessed by R. D. S. Jack in his acute
essay "Art, Nature and Thrums" (pp. 155-64). Jack rejects the traditional
view that Thrums stands for outdated Christian optimism and that Barrie's art
was dominated by realism on the one hand and superficial fantasy of evasion
on the other. Barrie's student days at Edinburgh University had brought him
into close contact with Darwinism, and a minute analysis of the stories in
Auld Licht Idylls reveals that "Thrums is set in a nature defmed by Dar-
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winean empmClsm, observed by honest, troubled Christianity." Similarly,
Jack argues, the influence of Nietzschean perspectivism on Barrie's art cannot be overlooked; the eponymous hero of Sentimental Tommy (a fictive presentation of Barrie the Artist) faces the problem "of how to present via words
changing perspectives on a Reality, at once outside perception's capacity and
perverted by it." Throughout his essay Jack stresses the perspectivist, affective, poetic and allegoric bases of Barrie's writing; and the reader will easily
follow Jack's argument that when Tommy. as the voice of Art, defeats earthbound Shovel in this early novel imaginative knowledge has won a victory
over empirical knowledge.
Hermann Volkel's essay "The Introduction of Real Names in Fiction':
Sir James Fergusson's Complaint about Neil Munro" (pp. 165-72) is a competent piece on a footnote of literary history, giving an account of the protest
raised by the 6th Bart. of Kilkerran against what he considered the disgraceful description of one of his ancestors, identified by his name, in the serial
version of Munro's historical novel Doom Castle.
Bernard Sellin's attempt, in his article "George Douglas Brown's The
House with the Green Shutters: A Sense of Place" (pp. 173-82), to apply the
theories of Gaston Bachelard (La potitique de l'espace) to Scottish fiction
results in a detailed discussion of the organization of space as an important
element in Brown's narrative. Sellin traces close affinities between the place
and the people (very much indeed like in Poe's "House of Usher"), enlarging
on what former critics and literary historians (e.g., Kurt Wittig and Alan
Bold) have summarily suggested before, viz. that "the place is a human
microcosm with values of its own. "
"Alternative Voices from Dialect to Demotic in Modern Scottish Poetry"
is the subject of a perceptive essay by Roderick Watson (pp. 183-94). A
poet himself, Watson adopts a firm stance in favor of "colloquial orality" and
"the local speaking voice," which, he claims, has been a hallmark of Scottish
poetry for more than 300 years; as a counterweight to standard English (the
voice of the modern media and of centralized education and publishing) it
helps the dispossessed fight "the good fight against silence" and relates them
to the literary world. Nor is "colloquial orality" simply a matter of language, but, as the examples of Hugh MacDiarmid, Sydney Goodsir Smith,
Robert Garioch, Alastair Mackie or Tom Leonard show, it is closely linked
with subject matter; for "Scots has frequently celebrated the local, the
domestic, the demotic and the 'impolite! side of life." Scots and English
having become "mutually supportive in their cultural and literary relationship" together make for "polyphony," which Bakhtin saw as a sign of mature
modern literature.
Finally, there is an essay on Gaelic writing, which ventures on entirely
new ground: Susanne Hagemann sets out to analyze "A Gaelic Thriller: lain
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Maclooid, Spuirean na h-Iolaire" (pp. 195-205). The first of its kind, "The
Eagle's Talons" (thus the English translation of the title) came out in 1989,
and although Hagemann finds it "somewhat unsatisfactory both as a thriller
and as a piece of Gaelic literature," she is certainly right in underlining its
value as a pioneer work.
The section on English and American literature also contains some very
fine essays; however, they are largely unrelated, covering topics as different
as the English reception of Virgil's Aeneid (Paola Bono) or that of Huxley's
Brave New World (Dietrich Strauss) on the one hand, or the biblical foundation of the American myth (Gustav H. Blanke) and the westward movement
in Berkeley and Freneau (Klaus Lubbers) on the other; there are articles on
Pinter's women (Karl-Heinz Stoll), on the clash of American and British liberalism in Bradbury's Stepping Westward (Rudolf Bohm) , and on David
Lodge's university novels (Rudiger Ahrends); there is a long study of
Dreiser's A Traveler at Forry (Renate von Bardeleben) and a very original
approach to Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (John Clubbe), which is also of
interest to the Scottish critic because of Liz Lochhead's dramatic adaptation
of this novel. Andrew Monnickendam draws some interesting parallels
between Anita Brookner's early work and the issue of cultural identity in
Scottish Studies; Winfried Herget's sharp analysis of the rhetoric of "JapanBashing" in the United States yields some important insights into the social
identity and autostereotype of ingroups and outgroups, which may also be
applied to Scotland's role within the United Kingdom, although Herget does
not hint at this.
The last eight essays of the Drescher festschrift are only of marginal
interest to the reader of anglophone literature, which, again, does not mean
that they are of minor scholarly value. Gerhard Mayer's discussion of
national-socialist ideology in the novel Michael by Joseph Goebbels and
Martin Forstner's penetrating analysis of the Islamic doctrine of justified war
in the light of international law are excellent essays in themselves; furthermore, there are specialized treatises on Rhaeto-romanic grammar (Karl Peter
Lindner) and on an early Russian-English glossary (Nikolai Salnikow), and
an eighteenth-century English travelogue about Barbary (Hans-Rudolf
Singer). Three essays on the theory of translation (Klaus Portl, Paul
Ku6maul, Peter A. Schmitt) conclude this impressive volume, which should
have no difficulty finding its way into all major university libraries.

PETER ZEN ZINGER

Technische Universitiit Berlin
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James Watson's Choice Collection of Comic and Serious Scots Poems. Ed.
Harriet Harvey Wood. Vol. L Edinburgh: The Scottish Text Society.
1977. Vol. n. [Edinburgh]: for the Scottish Text Society, by Aberdeen
University Press. 1991. Scottish Text Society, 4th Series, Nos. to, 20.

James Watson's Choice Collection of Comic and Serious Scots Poems
both Ancient and Modem is one of the most important eighteenth-century
works of Scottish poetry. Unfortunately Watson did not have available the
collection made by George Bannatyne, whose MS was mined by Allan Ramsay for his Ever Green of 1724. Watson appears to have used popular versions of the poems he printed. Harriet Harvey Wood mentions several early
versions of the ftrst poem to appear in Part I, "Christ's Kirk on the Green,"
some of them broadsides, although there was also a version of it in the ftrst
edition of William Drummond's macaronic Polemo-Middinia (Oxford,
1691), where it is credited to James V. Harvey Wood (TI, 2) notes that this
attribution may have been assumed as early as 1620, but that in 1663 Richard
Royston was "cautious," saying that the poem was "composed (as is supposed) by King James the ftfth." In 1706 Watson used precisely the same
words except for changing the "is" to "was," although by the second edition
of Part I in 1713 he had changed his mind, claiming the poem to be
"composed (as was supposed) by King James the First." To this day scholars
are not certain: Wittig, Royle, Watson, MacLaine and others admit that
there is insufftcient evidence to name with certainty the one king of Scotland
or the other as author, and there are those who postulate a non-royal author.
Harvey Wood is cautious also, mentioning with respect to attributing the
poem to James I, "The arguments ... have been lengthy and inconclusive"
(TI, 1). She also examines the evidence for attributing the poem to James V.
Another of the poems which Watson incorporated in Part I was "The
Life and Death of the Piper of Kilbarchan" by Robert Sempill of Beltrees (c.
1595-c. 1665, sometimes spelled Semple), a work which made popular in
Scottish poetry the stanza form which Allan Ramsay was to call "Standard
Habbie," from the piper's name Habbie Simpson. So popular was this form
that, as Harvey Wood points out (TI, 48), mock elegies using it abounded,
and the word came to be synonymous with elegy, as in "An Habby on the
Death of Mis. James Cruikshanks." But Standard Habbie went far beyond
the mock elegy; in the hands of Ramsay, Fergusson and Burns it became
identified as the most typical stanza form for vernacular Scots. Because of
the use to which these three poets put the form T. F. Henderson has called it,
"one of the 'epoch-making' productions of poetic literature." Whereas the
examples mentioned suggest comic use of Standard Habbie, both Henderson
and Harvey Wood point out that the form dates back at least to Dunbar, and
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that it was put to use in a highly serious, and religious, mode in the collection made by the Wedderburn brothers of well-known sacred songs and ballads issued in 1567 as The Gude and Godlie Ballatis. "The Piper of Kilbarchan" is followed in Watson by the much less well-known "Epitaph on
Sonny Briggs, Nephew to Habbie Simpson, and Butler to the Laird of Kilbarchan," also attributed to Robert SempiU, although another authority
believes his son, Francis, to be the author, and Harvey Wood suggests that
the author may have been someone else (II, 55).
The Choice Collection appeared in three parts issued in 1706, 1709 and
1711, with a second edition of Part I in 1713.
Watson published another very popular poem in Part II of his collection,
George Buchanan's "Epithalamium upon the Marriage of Mary Queen of
Scots to the Dauphin of France, afterwards Francis II" a translation of the
Latin "Francisci Valesii et Mariae Stuartae, Regum Franciae et Scotiae,
Epithalamium" of 1558. Watson does not identify the translator but Harvey
Wood believes the translation was fIrst published in the Choice Collection,
although she suggests that "the style and diction point to a date in the second
half of the 17th century" (II, 133). Watson printed only the English version
of this poem, but in the case of "Lamiarum Vestitus. A Poem on the King
and Queen of Fairy," attributed to Sir Simeon Stewart, he printed the English
version as well as Dr. Archibald Pitcairne's Latin translation.
The fIrst two parts of Watson contain rather longer poems-nineteen
poems in the 146 pages of Part I, only thirteen in 117 pages of Part ll-those
which appear in Part ill are considerably shorter, forty-one in 120 pages.
Here we fInd "Old-Long-syne" in two parts, attributed to Francis Sempi1l of
Beltrees (c. 1616-1682) which opens with the lines:
Should old Acquaintance be forgot,
And never thought upon,
The Flames of Love extinguished,
And freely past and gone?

Each eight-line stanza ends with a variation of "Old-Iong-syne." Allan Ramsay was to pick up the phrase in his song "The Kind Reception":
Should auld Acquaintance be forgot,
Tho they return with Scars?
These are the noble Heme's Lot,
Obtain'd in glorious Wars:

which Ramsay indicated was "To the Tune of Auld Lang Syne." The last
line of four of the fIve stanzas in the song ends with the words "lang syne. "
We don't know that Robert Bums knew Watson's Choice Collection, but
he certainly knew Ramsay well. He was probably referring, though, to an
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older version than Ramsay's when he wrote of "Auld Lang Syne" as "an old
song & tune which has often thrilled thro' my soul" (Letters, I, 342). This is
not to suggest that Burns was necessarily referring to the Sempill of Beltrees
version; there were other possibilities, all of which pale into insignificance
compared to his own version of "Auld Lang Syne."
An anonymous poem "The Woman's Universe" is dated 1652 by Watson, although in her notes Harvey Wood suggests a date somewhat earlier,
based on the five manuscripts she has examined. She points out that the song
is related to the class of "vocational" songs common in the later seventeenth
and throughout the eighteenth century which "usually had a strong undercurrent of sexual innuendo" (II, 271). But where the vocational songs celebrate
trades, liThe Woman's Universe" also includes professions. At the end of a
four-stanza introductory sequence celebrating man's intellectual achievements, the poet sets up the remainder of the poem thus:
There rests yet one Thing undiscry'd,
Which Sense accounts but common;
Yet never Art hath well bewray'd,
And this we call a Woman.

There follow nineteen stanzas each one devoted to a profession or trade,
describing how the practitioner interacts with woman. We see the painter,
the alchemist and the astronomer; the physician (who speaks of her
"Priapism ") is immediately followed by the divine who opines "Her Looks
are Puritain's, her Lifel Proves her to be Catholick"; the musician's stanza
plays with musical notation, ending, as Harvey Wood points out (II, 276),
with a reference to music being noted or "pricked" on paper: "Her Pricksong cannot waver." The poem concludes with an authorial stanza ending:
Then why strive 1 thus to wed,
Euridice to fashion:
Though Orpheus got her Maiden-Head,
Yet Pluto knows her Passion.

Seven short poems in Part ill are by James Graham, Earl of Montrose
(1612-1650), concluding with his dignified "On Himself, upon hearing what
was his Sentence" when he was condemned to death, which ends on this note
of hopeful resignation:
Scatter my Ashes, throw them in the Air:
Lord (since Thou know'st where all these Atoms are)
I'm hopeful, once Thou'It recollect my Dust,
And confident Thou'lt raise me with the Just.
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Watson closes Part ill of the Choice Collection with "King Charles's
Lament," an anonymous poem for which Harvey Wood can find no earlier
printed version or MS. Watson concludes Part ill with these words: "The
End of the First Volume." Unfortunately there was to be no second volume.
Dr. Harriet Harvey Wood has labored at the second volume of the set
for many years, producing a major work of scholarship. There is a 42-page
Introduction, followed by ten pages of critical apparatus, the body of the
volume consisting of 294 pages of notes on the poems in Watson's collection, followed by glossary and index.
The editor points out that after the first edition of the Choice Collection
(and the 1713 second edition of Part I) there was, until this STS edition, only
one reprint, a type facsimile of 1869 limited to 165 copies (it was in fact this
edition which was used to photocopy the text of the Choice Collection,
because the paper in the 1706-11 edition was of too poor a quality to reproduce). Thus, Harvey Wood says, "for well over 200 years the text of this
important collection has been virtually inaccessible to scholars" (IT, ix). Not
much is known about James Watson; what is known is cogently set forth
here. An excellent section of the Introduction deals with Watson's achievement, which was "to gather together a few older poems which were already
circulating in ephemeral form with some more recent ones in similar traditions, and to perpetuate their existence. . . " (IT, xxix). I fully agree with
Harvey Wood when she says that, "if there had been no Choice Collection,
there might have been no [Ramsay's] Tea-Table Miscellany and no Evergreen" (IT, xxix).
Watson's sources, like those of Ramsay after him, are cause for puzzlement because several of the poems he selected are known in MSS and broadsides, and it is highly probable that there were broadside and perhaps MS
versions in Watson's time which are no longer known. Harvey Wood discusses this in her Introduction and in greater detail in the notes to individual
poems. The only quibble which I have with the Introduction is her failure,
in the section on Watson's achievement (pp. xxviii-xxxvi), to mention his
three books on printing: Specimens of Type (1706), The History of the Art of
Printing (1713; rptd. 1965) and Rules and Directions to be Observed in
Printing Houses (1721; rptd. 1988). These volumes ensure James Watson an
important place in the history of printing in Scotland.
Turning to the main part of Volume IT, we find detailed notes on the
seventy-three poems included. The editor notes variants between the editions
of 1706-11 and 1869, then MS and broadside versions are noted, and finally
notes are added by line number. For instance, the last poem to appear in
Part I (a sort of afterthought, because the word "Finis" appears at the end of
the poem which precedes it), "Hallow my Fancie, wither wilt thou go?", has
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eight pages of notes taking into account two earlier MSS and two broadsides
and includes forty-seven additional lines of verse.
Scholars will be extremely grateful for this exemplary edition which
makes available a major eighteenth-century text, and will feel that the many,
many hours of research which have gone into its preparation were time well
spent indeed. A number of years ago I proposed a collaboration with
Alexander Law to prepare an edition of Allan Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany for the STS, but this is no longer possible. Perhaps Harriet Harvey
Wood could be persuaded to pick up the torch. The Society could not find a
better candidate.
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